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CHAPTER I 
REVDW OF RESEARCH AND RELATED LITERATURE 
The purpose of thie study is to build a word pronunciation teat in 
two e~uivalent forma, which would measure the ability of children of 
the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades to use their knowledse of word 
analysis to attack the pronunciation of new words. The only siailar 
test is the Gates Word Pronunciation Test, which is not sufficiently 
sensitive between the fifth and sixth grades. 
This word pronunciation teat can be used for the following purposes 
1. To measure word recognition skill 
2. To discover the level of the child's power to transfer his 
knowledge of word analyeia to the pronunciation of new words 
3. To use as a research tool to evaluate growth through different 
types of word analysi8 programa. 
!/ 
Gray points out the value of word analysis skill when he says: 
"The reader who develops real independence in attacking new 
words auat acquire skill in applying phonetic as well as struc• 
tural analysis to new word form.. In our language, a printed 
word is actually a recording of the aeries of sounds that we use 
in the spoken word, Phonetic analysis is primarily a procees of 
associating appropriate symbols with the printed word forma. 
Skillful application of phonetic analysis enables the reader 
to derive the pronunciation of many printed words the first ti .. 
he encounters them. He then associates with the printed symbol 
!/WilliamS. Gray, On Their Own in Readiy. Scott, Fores .. n and 
Company, Chicago, 1948, pp. 88-89. 
·1-
th meaning or anings that h has previou ly as ociated with 
th sounds of the spoken words. 
To use phonetic analys is as an aid to w rd perception, the 
child au t be able to identify the sounds that we use in our 
language and the symbols that repreaent these sounds. In turn, 
of course, he must 1 arn to associate thes ounda with the 1 tter 
symbols which constitute th word forms of our printed language. " 
It is necessary t o h v a sy tematic method of unlocking the letter 
combinations which make \P unfmailiar words even t hough their aning is 
!/ 
i ndicated by the context. Wagner observes: 
"A knowledge of the meaning of the word, be it ever so clear, 
will not ensure the recognition of that word froa the printed 
ayabol. There is, in addition to understanding the word, the 
need for a systematic attack on the printed counterpart of that 
word. " 
The review of research in this chapter will be concerned with: 
1. The evidence of the need for an adequate aeaaure of word pro-
nunciation ability 
2. The measures in current use 
3. The syllable counts which help to provide the baaes for such 
asurea. 
There is ample evidence of the need for a diacrtainating use of 
£1 
phonetic analysis skills. lottmeyer says: 
"In epite of these probleu in which word perception is 
involved, the common objective of all perception techniques can 
be rather simply stated. No matter what the method• may be, 
!/Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner, Teaching Children to Read. The Mac-
millan Co~any, New York, 1950, p. 224. 
1./William lottmeyer, ,.Appraisal of Current Methods of Pra.otins Growth 
in Word Perception in the El ... ntary Grades," The Appraisal of Current 
Practices in Reading, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1945, p. 182 
2 
no matter how divergent thods are f rom one another, children 
need to achieve, finally, independence of word recognition. 
A child needs to be able to do something when he .eets a word 
that he does not immediately recognize ....• On the basta of 
much painful trial-and ... rror experience, we may abo add that 
this desirable independence can beat be achieved through posses-
sion of a versatile eans o f word perception. " 
11 
MclCee outlines the importance of word analyeis sldlla ud adds 
a word of caution when he says: 
.,A knowledge of important phonetic; eleaents and phonetic 
principles is so essential to any person's economic identifi-
cation and recognition of printed words that, in the writer's 
judgment , the important problem i J not that of deciding whether 
or not phonetic analysis should be taught. lt is, rather, the 
problem of deciding what phonetic ele.ents should be taught, of 
determining the order in which tho·se elements should be intro-
duced, of selecting the manner in which phonetic elements and 
phonetic analysis are to be taught, of helping the child to apply 
his knowledge of phonics to the skillful analysis of words, and 
of teaching the child to use phonetic analyais economically--not 
alo e-•but in conjunction wit h t he use of the context.' ' 
11 
Agnew indicates that there is a need of a method of phonetic 
analysis for the following reasons : 
"1. It increases independence in recognizing words previously 
learned. 
2. It aids i n 'unlocking ' new words by giving the pupil a 
method of analy•is. 
3. It encourages correct pronunciation. 
4. It i11prove• the quality of oral reading. 11 
11 
Durrell says that there is ample evidence t.o indicate the need 
of instruction in word analysis. He feels that the majority of children 
!/Paul MCKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementaty School. 
Roughton Mlfflin Coapany , Boston , 1948, p. 242. 
2/D. c. Agnew, Effect of Varied Amounts of Phonetic Training on Primary 
ieadina. Duke University :tress, Durham, 1939. 
1/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. World Book 
Company , Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York ., 1940, p. 98. 
3 
are aided by special practice to increase the accuracy of both visual 
and auditory perception. 
and 
!/ 
Betta rees wit h thi~ point of view wh n h states: 
'
1Many children can profit fr syst matic guidance in 
phon tic an lyais au a guide to pronunciation. " 
"Inatt·uction in pbonica is d eigned to pr0110te independence 
in reading, auditory discrimination, and good speech habits." 
Th tmportanc of co tinu d instruction in inte~diate grades is 
~/ 
de cle r by Dolch: 
''The need for sounding become• very apparent, however, in 
the fo rth grad . At th beginning of this grade, th children 
are usually given textbooka in several new subjects. These booke 
contain a great many new words. Even the fourth-gt·ade reader 
introduces new words at a auch greater rate than any previous 
reading book. The child may know the coamon words by sight, but 
in every line or two he meets a word he does not recognize •••. 
Th new eubject matter of the grade must bring in new words, 
but how is the child to handle thea if he cannot sound them out?" 
11 
Melee advocate• that early training should include the teaching 
of important sound elements used in words. He also adds: 
"In order to establish independence in identifying un-
familiar words, the definite teachina begun in the primary grades 
should be continued in th intermediate grades. First, .. ny 
pupils who did not acquir ufficient skill in the primary grades 
hould be given instruction normally assigned to those grades. 
S cond, certain items which are no taught in the pr~ry grade• 
should b introduced in the intermediate grades." 
Foundat i ons A.erican Book 
1946. 
1/Edward Dolch, Teaching Pri .. ry Reading. Gerrard Presa, Champaign, 
Illinois . 195 , p. 278. 
1/P ul McKee, "Readi Programs in Grades IV through VIII," forty-eigh 
Yearbook of th I ation 1 S ciety for the Study of Education, Part II. 
Univ rs ity of c•i ca o Press , Chi cago, 1949, p. 132. 
4 
!/ 
Gray identifies the important items to be included in the inter• 
mediate grades in his list of general skillt basic to both structural 
and phonetic analysis: 
"1. Scrutiny of word fonu to: 
a. Identify root words, prefixes, suffixes, or endings as 
visual units in words. 
b. Determine the nwaber of vowel letters that follow each 
vowel ele•nt. 
c. Identify visual clues that aid in determining vowel sounds 
in ayllables. 
d. Identify visual clues that aid in determining the accented 
syllable in words. 
2. Use of meaning clues to check analyti&. 11 
Soaae studies concerned with spelling sldlla have revealed the 
importance of word analysis skills in relation to both reading and 
!I 
spelling. Comerford , at Boston University~ has atte~apted to determine 
the relationthips existing between spelling achievement , ability in 
phonetic spelling , and knowledge of word meanings using the following 
four variables: (1) recognition of homophones; (2) writing from visual 
memory; (3) pronunciation of coined words ; and (4) .ental age. 
The development of homophones is original with Co.erford and 
entailt the need for the pupil to identify different co~inations of 
11 
letters which could represent the same sound. He gives aa a sa.ple: 
"For U&J~Ple, the letter groupt, 'eaae', 'eize', 'ees', and 
'eas' could represent the same sound as 'eeze' in the word 
'squeeae' • 11 
!/Gray. op. cit., p. 225. 
!/Joseph F. Co .. rford , Perceptual Abilities in Spellin&, Unpublished 
Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University. School of Education, Boston, 
1954. 
1/Ibid., p. S2. 
5 
!/ 
Some of Comerford's conclusions were: 
"A positive relationship exists between pronunciation of 
coined words compo~ed of frequently ~ed syllables froa real 
words and success in spelling. 
A highly significant relationship exists between ability to 
recognize homophones and phonetic spelling ability. 
A very significant relationship exists between pronunciation 
of coined words composed of frequently used syllables of real 
words and phonetic spelling ability." 
Jj 
Keyser, in studying the ~unt of incidental spelling learned 
through reading , used four methods of presentation: (1) reading in 
context ; (2) glossary ; (3) oral presentation with meanings explained; 
and (4) word analysis . Her study revealed that word analysis was 
superior to all other .-thods. 
'J/ 
Ottenaan suagesta that close attention to word parts 1a an aid 
to spelling and that her findings show that pupils in her experimental 
groups who were low initial scorers, low in mental age, or who were boya 
were all aignificantly superior to their respective control groups. She 
feels, therefore, tut pupils in tbese particular groups benefit most 
from word analysis drills. 
As has been shown thus far, the value of including phonics a a 
phase of the effective teaching of r ading and, more recently, spelling, 
.!/Comerford, op. cit., pp. 128·129. 
~/Margaret L. Keyser, The Incidental Learnina of §pallina Through Four 
types of Word Presentation in aeadina, Unpublished Doctor's Disserta• 
tion. Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1948. 
1/Loia Miriam Ottenaan, An Experiaental Study of the Value of teaching 
Certain Word•Boots and Prefixes to Seventh Grade Pupils, Unpublished 
Doctor's Diesertation, Boston University, School of lducation, Boaton, 
1952. 
6 
now ia accepted generally. Very little now exists in the v~y o£ s~••~ucl~ 
!/ 
teats for word analysis skills, and Durrell baa said of the current 
standardized tests of reading: 
"The co..only used standardiZed test is of value for certain 
purposes, such as to diacover the ranae of achievement in certain 
pbaaea of reading. However, 1uch testa indicate little concerniq 
detailed reading abilities and fault1 and they should not be . 
relied on aa a full guide for directing instruction, especially 
for individual pupils." 
1.1 
Gates provides for an Untiaed Word Pronunciation Test in his 
'Jl 
aeries of readina tests. This teet contains 100 worde of graded dif· 
ficulty. The words are listed in columns without context clues or 
other aids to recognition, and so offer the opportunity of recoanition 
or analysis to be observed in isolated fo~. 
!I 
This teat has norms which show arade achievement fro. the 1.4 
level to the 6.3 level. Since the eighty•second word is graded at 4.5, 
the ninety•second word a.t 5. S, and middle sixth-grade level cannot be 
measured, the weaknesses becoM obvious. The beginnin& auth•ara<le 
score of 6.0 h on the uinety•aeventh word. The present study ia con· 
cerned with building a similar teat Which will show larler intervals 
between sradea and which will provide a higher ceilins than the Gates 
teat does. 
!/Durrell. op. cit., pp. 18·19. 
1,/Arthur I. Gates, The ImProveaent of Readina. The Kacaillan Coapany, 
New York, 1935, p. 540. 
1/Arthur I. Gate1, 11Gates Reading Diapostic Tests 1 11 Bureau of Publica-
tiona, Teachers College. Columbia University, New York, 1945. 
!/Gates, The Wrov8Jient of B.eadina, p. 609. 
7 
!/ 
In another publication, Gates indicates the need for informal 
testa to supplement atandardized testa in reading. He outlines th 
items to be cons ider ed in an appraisal of reading ability and, under 
the section on word-mas ter y skills , he mentions valuat ion by obaerva-
tion and by tandardi&ed or informal diaanostic test . 
says: 
Also recop,izing the need for effective .evaluation is McKee, who 
liAs a r ·ule, t he use of on or more standardized teats does 
not expose achievement in many of the abilit i es to be tau&ht i n 
the fundamentals of re ·ding dur in& the intermcdiat grades. It 
is reco.-ended, therefore, that a ~ide variety of ho.e•.ade 
informal teats be constructed and used frequently in order to 
locate the pupil's particular ized deficiencies and to determine 
his progreal in learning to use apecifie abiliti a .••• 
Some t at& ahould cov r the ability to ork out the pronun· 
ciation o·f strange words independently, including the use of 
phonetic analysis, th use of structural an lysis. and the use 
of the dictionary." 
11 
In 1954 ~.Arlene Rusaell made a study which a ttempted to analyze 
the effect of teaching aateriala in word analysis applied to epelling 
on spelling ability . She evaluated the effects i n iddle grades on: 
(1) spelling achievement ; (2) auditory perception ; (3) visual percep• 
tion ; (4) learning rate; and (5) word pronunciation. 
!/Arthur I. Gates , "Tha Neasureaent and Evaluation of Achieve~~~ent in 
leading, " Thirty-sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
o f Education. Public School Publishing Company. Bloomington, Illinois, 
1937, p. 615. 
~/Paul Mc~ee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School, p. 410. 
~/IArlene Verna Ruasell, The Effect of Word Analysia on Spelling 
Ability. Unpublished Doctor's Dieaertation, Boston Univeraity, School 
of Education, Boston, 1954. 
8 
In s eaking of the selection of t ts t o a ure in t hese re .. , 
!/ 
Russel l t t e : 
uln rc i t was d cided to give a word pronunc:i tion teat. 
Since the ceiling of the Gates Word Pronunciation Teat VII, 
Form 1, is ne r th end of r d ix , ' ten diffic· lt wor ds w re 
added. " 
In analy•ins results for data. Ruesell was able t o get a fair y 
aood differentiation on t he fourth• and fifth-grade levels between her 
exper i ntal and control groups . Critical ratios of 4. 81 and 7.61 in 
favor of t he GXperimental aroups on the fourth• and fifth-grade levels, 
r espect iv ly, showed that there wa a significant differ nee a fter 
?:.1 
traini ng in phonetic analyab. However , i n relating t he r ults on 
11 
the ixth-grade level, Russell says: 
" .... It also shows that the test was t oo ea y t o give a true 
picture of the growt in phonetic analysi•. The mean in quick 
recognition for grade six lacked approxi .. tely ten words fr 
the original Gates test and the ten difficult word• added of 
being the highest possi ble score of' 110. 11 
!.I 
Russell , therefoxe , inel ud d in her tuaga tions for further re-
earch th thought that there should be developed word pronunc i at i on 
tests according to the latest r e earch on vocabulary. 
!/Russell, op. cit., p. 40. 
!lllli·· pp. 91, 93. 
1./.12!2. . p. 96. 
!_/Ibid., . 104. 
9 
!/ 
Harrlnaton, in her atudy of the relationship of certain vord 
analyaia abilities to the readtna achtav ... nt of aecond·arade children, 
!/ 
a...-risea the work of Browne, who .. de a atudy of phonics in rela· 
tiouhip to readiq, Ill order to •ature proareaa, aha uaed aia aiath 
aradet and teated the children before and after planned phonic drilla 
vera aiven in connection with readin& leaaoaa. The teata were con· 
atructed by Browne froa the phonetic el ... nta retultina froa Sullivan's 
analysis of the Gatea lteadiq Liat. The vorda vera nonaenae vorda and 
the teat used each el ... nt three ti .. a. The children were given ten• 
~nute phonic drills baaed on Cordt'a Word Method of Teachi!l Pbonica 
and the high-frequency word el ... nta obtained by Sullivan. 
11 
Browne concluded: 
"Proareaa in readina in the sixth arade uy be aided by a 
carefully planned aeriea of leaaona in phonics." 
It ia intereatiaa to note that in thia inter.ediate arade level 
work a ttandard teat wat not uaed but, instead, a carefully constructed 
teat by the author of the study. 
!!I 
Rarrinaton aivea a brief review of a ai~lar study done by 
.!/Sitter Mary J&Ma Barrington, fit lelatioathip of Certain Wotd 
ADalxait Abilitit• to the leadipa A9hiev!1!9t of Secopd Grade Children, 
Unpublithed Doctor's Diaaertation, Boaton Uniyeraity, School of 
Education, Botton, 19S3. 
!/Siater K. Dorothy Browne, Phonict Aa a Japia of l•rov!e!p§ in 
lf!dtaa, The Catholic University of A.erica, Waahlnaton, D. c., 1939. 
}/Ibid., p. 42. 
!/Barrinaton, op. cit., pp. 56•58. 
10 
!/ 
Tiffin and McKinnis on sixth, seventh, and eighth•grade le~els, 
Their testing measure also was made up of 100 nonsense words, .odified 
to suit their needs from a group test of phonic ability described by 
1:./ 
Rogers. 
They found that: "The correlations show with reasonable certainty 
that phonic ability is significantly related to reading ability among 
1.1 
the pupils studied. 11 Here, again, U: was necessary to construct a 
test which would attempt to measure an individual'• phonic ability. 
!!I 
Barrington, in deacribing her own study, defines phonetic ability 
as " •••. the ability to recognize and to produce the sounds of lettera 
and coabinationa of letteu when the visual aymboh are preeented. " 
Her testing in thil phase, done on the second-grade level, included 
}./ 
aaterial fro• the Durrell Analysis of leading Difficulty and five 
additional iteas which test the influence of the silent "e " on the vowel 
&/ 
preceding it. Froa the reaults of her at\ldy, Harrington concludes 
!/Joseph Tiffin and Mary McKinnis, 'lPhonic Ability: Its Measurement 
and Relation to leading Ability, " School and Society (January, 1940), 
51:190-192. 
2/Maurine Rogers, '?honic Ability as Related to Certain Aspects of 
ieading at the College Level,'' Journal of E!Periaental ldueation (June, 
l938),pp. 381-395. 
1._/Tiffin and McKinnis,. op . cit., p. 191. 
!/Harrington, op. cit., p . 66. 
,2/Donald D. Durrell and Belen Blair Sullivan, The Durrell Analysis of 
Reading Difficulty, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 
1937. 
,2./Harrington, op. cit., pp. 109-110. 
ll 
t hat : "The crit ical rat io is highl y significant , and in t he light of 
thi s t udy , i ndicates t hat t h re is a hi gh relationship between know-
f phonet ics and r eading achi eve nt , '' 
!/ . 
Mack found that additional lli&terials, such as inforaal tes ta, 
ledge 
were necesaary to help her in her s tudy . Done on the fifth•grade level 
!:l 
and c loeely paralleling Harringt on 's work, Mack ' s inves tigation in• 
c l uded, as one word analysis ability to be atudied , the "ability to 
sound word elements and unknown words , or phonetic ability. " She also 
studied vi sual diecr~ination, auditory diacrimination, and mental age . 
ll 
In her Plan of the Study she says : 
"The purpoae of this study was to investigate various word 
analysis abilities and their importance in reading and spelling 
achieve•nt. . . • Since there are no standar d tests available for 
measuring word analyais, informal teata were adapted or 
constructed. ,, 
!I 
Later i n the same chapter, Mack goea on t o say: 
"An indi vidual t eat was constructed to meaeure phonetic 
ability, which in this study means the ability to sound word 
eleaents and to solve unknown words. The test has two sections. 
Part I contains thirty word element s taken froa Xott yer' s 
l ist.l/ Part ll contains thirty noneense wor ds of one , two, and 
three syllables. The words are made from combination• of blends 
and word elements. The child is given a paper and the uaminer 
!/Es ther Mack, An Investisation gf tbe l!pgr tance of Variout Word 
Analyaia Abilitiea in Readina and Spelling Achieveaent , Unpublished 
Doctor ' • Di l8er tation, Boston Uni versity, School of Education, Boston, 
1953. 
1/Harrington, op. cit. 
1 / Mack, op . cit ., p. 23. !/~ .• pp. 28-29. 
~/William A. lottmeyer , Handbook for Remedial Reading. Webater Pub-
l i shing Company, St. Louis, 1947 , p, 68. 
12 
has a si ilar oheet on which the words are marked as right or 
wrong as the child says thea . .•. 
Samples of word elements used: 
3. ance 
17. ious 
30. · eire 
Sampl s of nonsense words used : 
4. yarf 
20 . spragnet 
27. confrictance 
.•.• Administration of these teate required at least five 
minute per child. 11 
!/ 
After thorough study , Mack concludes that: "There is a high · 
poeitive re l ationshi p betw en phonetic ability and reading achieve nt . " 
Later , she adds under rossible Inferences from this Study: 
"Phonetic abi lity appears to be based on intelligent 
application of both auditory and visual diaeriaination. 
1:.1 
Th refor , i t would seen:a that this skill becomes i ncreasingly 
important in higher levels of reading, as this study baa shown. " 
Another who worked to diagnose reading diff iculties in the area of 
1,/ 
phonetic abilities wa5 Hogan, who built a group teat on visual and 
auditory discriminat i on and with it was able to discover pupils in need 
of word analysis help. She remarked, however, that her test was more 
adequate for the fourth grade than for grades five and six . 
!/Mack, op. cit. , p . 5. 
1/Irene M. Bogant The Construction and Analysis of Tests in Visual and 
Auditorx Discrimination for Grades Four . Five, and Six, Unpublished 
Ma ter 's Thesis ; Boston University, School of Education . Boston, 1952. 
13 
!/ 
Brook ... found, as ~he studied, a need for perception tests based 
on .ord parts in order to study errors from the standpoint of prefixes , 
roots, and suffixe . 
']j 
Comerford likewise felt that it would be beneficial to make 
studie of " . ••• syllabication ability, speed of word pronunciation, 
auditory diacri !nation including both identification and reproduction 
of blends and vowel sounds, and their rel tionship to spelling and know• 
ledge of word meanings.tt 
'J/ 
Harrington sugge ts that 11 •• ,,studies be made to determine the 
influence of auditor y di.,criulination, visu.tl diacriaination, and phonet 
ability in unlocking words wh n the power of context clu s has been re-
moved. " 
'.±I 
Mack also feels that more could be done when she says in her 
Sugg stiona for Furth r Research " ..•• that similar studies be .ade in 
fourth and fifth grades to see if word analysis tests , especially a test 
of phonet ic ability, function in the same way. (Showing the high posi-
tive relationship between phonetic abilit y and spell i ng achievement.)" 
One good source of words to consider in constructing a meaau~e of 
!/Barbara Brooke, A Comparison of Recognition and R call of Wo~d 
Elements as Methode of Mea uring Visual and Audito.ry Perception, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis , Boston University, School of lducation 1 
Boston, 1947. 
g/Comerford, op. cit., p. 134. 
l/Harrington, op. cit. , p. 129. 
!/Mack, op. cit., p. 56. 
1 
word analysis ability is the Osburn analysis of the Rinsland Word 
!:./ 
List. This analysis found the words of 1110re than one syllable that 
occurred five or more times in any grade. There were 8861 words in 
this group. Froa this Osburn built a list of words which contain syl-
1ablee which occur more than ten times. Since the original list had 
contained 21.195 syllables, the impossibility of teaching all of these 
becoaes apparent. Osburn, therefore, chose 45 of the aost widely used 
syllables and built three 15-item teata of syllable knowledge. These 
testa are on initial, medial, and final syllables, and they are listed 
ll 
in the order of their i.portanee. lt ia Osburn's opinion that if 
the 45 elements are maatered, the child ahould be well on hb way to 
independence with word analyais ability. Osburn' a Syllable Inventory 
is listed as follows: 
Initial Sillables Medial S!llables Final Syllables 
1. !,!•Ceived 1. an-,!m-als l. go-ing 
2. ~-to 2. Jan•1!"'.!•ry 2. start•,!! 
3, ,!•round 3. sev·&·al 3. moth-!!. 
4. de•cid-ed 4. dec "'.!!!:"'!S.:•ed 4. on·!I 
5. £2!!-tains 5. af·m-noon 5. hous;..n 
6. ex-cept 6. el-,!•phant 6. va•ca-~ 
7. !!!!'"til 7. pe-!!·od 7. ver-~ 
8. .£2!!•1110n 8. re&-.!!·•lar 8 . pret-tt 
9. dis-covered 9. In-~·an 9. re .. al 
-10. !!!"'joy 10. won-m·ful 10. ta•ble 
11. !B_-oth-er 11. car-ni .. val 11. af·£.!.! 
12. .Q.•pen 12. iym-na-si·uaa 12. base-~ 
13. ,!•ven 13. ar•.,ti•c1e 13. sto-u 
14. pro•graa 14. ear-!!.•eat 14. larg-m 
15, _!£•ci-dent 15. OV•.!.!,•&llS 15. 88V•,!!! 
!/Worth i. Osburn, A Study of the S!llables in the ainaland Word List. 
Published by the Bookstore, University of Washington, Seattle. 195i. 
~/Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children. 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1945 . 
. l. 
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Other syllables in this count could be used as bases for word 
analysis te1ts. 
!/ 
The present study, however, used the Pike revision of the 
"Durrell•lntenaediate Vocabulary Re•claasified for Use in Word Analysis" 
and the lists of the fifteen most common prefixes, the ten most co..an 
suffixes, and the fourteen RWJSt frequent phonetic elements, as listed 
1:.1 
in ''Word Recognition Skills , " as a bash for the selection of words. 
These will be discussed at greater length in the following chapter. 
In view of the evidence presented in thie chapter ahowing the need 
for word analyeis skills as one part of a balanced reading program and 
the lack of an adequate measure in this area. this study hal been under• 
taken with the specific objective of building a test which might fulfill 
ucb a role. 
!/Cynthia Pike, Durrell-Sullivan lleaaedial List for lntermadiate Grades 
Arranged According to Word Roots, Unpubliahed Service Paper, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston , 1948. 
1:P'Ways to liiPPOVe Reading With My Weekly leader, " American ldueation 
Publication:;, Coluabus, Ohio. 1953. · · · 
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CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
!/ 
A the ceiling of the Gates Word Pronunciation Teat VII, Form I, 
the only available standardized test o.f this skill, does not provide for 
achievement above the middle of the sixth•grade level, it is an inade• 
quate asure of word pronunciation ability for the aiddle grades. 
Consequently, the problea was to construct a word pronunciation teat 
with sufficient range for measuring achieveMnt from third through 
seventh grades. 
It was de~ided that each participant should construct a trial word 
pronunciation test consisting of 100 words, as does the Gates teat (a 
copy of which may be found in the Appendix on page 54). The trial tes 
being constructed were to contain twenty uords for each of the five 
grade levels. 
~I '11 
The Thorndike-Lorge and linsland word books were consulted. 
Since the words listed in these two references are those which occur 
110st frequently in children's reading materiala, they were eliminated 
in order to avoid using words common to the sight vocabularies of aiddle 
!/Gates, "Gates Reading Diagnostic Tests, " op. cit. 
j/ldward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher's Word Book of 
30,000 Words , Bureau of Publications, Teachers College , Colwabia 
University, New York , 1944. 
~/Rinaland, op. cit. 
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graders. Such words would not be useful in a word pronunciation test 
based on word analysis rather than word recognition. 
Vocabulary lists of various basal reading syatema typical of thoee 
employed in the Boston area also were checked inforaally. Words con-
~aini.ng as aany different coiiiiDOn word elements a; possible were then 
•elected at randoa, avoiding coined and foreign words, proper nouns, 
and colloquialisms. 
The need for including in a word pronunciation test the aost common 
prefixes , suffixes, and word roots was evident. 
The "Durrell Intermediate Vocabulary Re•claaaified for Uae in 
1/ 
Word Analysis, " by Cynthia E. Pike and ''Way!il to Improve Reading With 
11 
My Weekly Reader" eerved as sources for the following list: 
Co111110n Suffixes CoDIIDlOn Pre fixes Co11110n Word Jl.oots 
able ist ab act nat 
age ive 
al ize 
ad alter nor 
be ceive not 
ance less com cert part 
and let de due pend 
ary line 
ate ly 
dis fort port 
em gen rect 
cy ment en graph ci 
en or ex hab scribe 
ent ous in ject sent 
eo us ry pre jud serv 
er sion pro jur cign 
ful tion re jue solu 
fy ur e sub labor solv 
ial 
ible 
un lect apect 
leg stance 
ic merge tain 
ice mort tend 
ion mot t:err 
ious mou turb 
ish lDOV val 
vert 
viv 
18 
The foregoing list was uaed as a bali& for selecting the words 
found in this test., These prefixes, suffixee, and word roots occur in 
the words used in at least one fora, Form A or B, of the final teat, 
with the exception of "ful 11 and "lesa". Although words containing these 
two suffixes were used in the trial testa, they were eliainated from the 
final forms of the test for reasons to be diecusaed later~ 
A liat o~ the words originally selected for use in the trial teats 
wai arranged according to the suffixes, prefixes, and word roota they 
contained. A copy of this list may be found in the Appendix on pagea 
5.5 through 61. 
The next step was to determine the value of these words aa items 
in a test of word pronunciation. Thia was accomplished by 'counting the 
nuaber of co1110n suffixes, prefixes, and word roots occurring in each 
word. Words containing the gre.atest nuaber o.f theee word eleJMnta were 
considered the most valuable for our purpose• and were, therefore, re-
tained in the test; The originally selected words are Hated according 
to their value as test items on pagea 62 through 64. · 
It was decided that the experimental teat should be compriaed of 
three similar forms, Forms A, B, and C, containing 100 worda each. Many 
factors were taken into account in the selection of the words for these 
testa. Insofar aa possible, words containing the greatest number of 
word ele.ents were aelected. Duplication of like word elementa was 
avoided where possible. The ulti .. te aia iu conatructing the trial 
teat was to obtain equal distribution of co.aon word ele.enta on all 
three forms. Care wae taken to iuclude at the beginuing of each fora 
19 
a few wor ds simple enough to be recognized by middle graders so as to 
encourage thea ~t the outset. It a lso was iaportant to include words of 
sufficient difficulty in order to obtain a ceiling high enough to measure 
word analys is skill above the sixth .. grade level, 
To determine the approximate order of difficulty in which the words 
on each for. should be arrangedJ meqbers of the thesis group used a 
sampling of the words i n informal surveya in their own cla11rooma. 
Copies of preliminary test Foru A, B, and C aay be found in the 
Appendix on pages 65 through 67 . 
For the test population, children in gradea four, five, and aix 
were chosen fro five c.o!launities in the Boeton ar a. These schools 
represented A variety of socio-economic backgrounds i n their enrolments. 
Grade distribution among the children tested was as follows: 
Grade 4 
Grade 5 
Grade 6 
T()tal 
229 cases · 
121 cases 
174 caaes 
524 cases 
The Durrell~Sullivan Reading Achiev ... nt lnteraediate Test, Fora A, 
for grades three to six was administered to the total population. Test 
one in word meaning and test two in paragraph meaning were used. Test 
three in spelling and test four in written recall were not used because 
seorea from. these tests would not have revealed inforution pertinent to 
this study. Results from these tests will be presented and analysed in 
the next chapter . 
1/Durrell-Sullivan Reading CapacitY and AChievement Teats, Readin& 
Achievement Teat, Intermediate Test: Forma A and B for Gradea 3 to 6. 
World Book Coapany. Yonkers-oll·Hudson, Ne" York, 1937, 1945. 
0 
The problem set up for this thesis dictated the construction of an 
in1trument which would require each child to be t es ted on aore words 
than would be necessary on the final for of the test. Therefore, all 
three forms were adainiatered individually to each of the 524 cases. 
The testee was required to begin with the first word and read acroa• 
the page. Directions for scoring were as follows: 
1. rlace a plus (+) after the word if it is immediately recognized 
and readily pronounced. 
2. Place a check (~) after the word if a reasonably phonetic pro-
nunciation is given after brief hesitation and/or analysis. 
(Examples of soae acceptable pronunciation• for delineation): 
dee-Un-ee-ay-shun 
del•lin-ee•ay•shun 
dee-lin•ee•a•ahun 
del•lin•ee-a-ahun 
dee-lin·ay•shun 
dee•lin·a-ahun 
del-lin-ay-ahun 
del•lin-a•shun 
(Examples of soae acceptable pronunciations for incomparable): 
in•koa-pra·bl 
in·koa•pare-a•bl 
in•kwa•pra•bl 
in·kua•pare•a•bl 
in-kom·par·a-bl 
in•koa•par•ay·bl 
3. Place a minus (-) after the word if it is incorrect or not pro-
nounced after seven second•. 
When 5 words are failed in succession , do not continue testing. 
Syllabication and accenting should be ignored. 
21 
Foras A, B, and C were given either at one sitting or at intervals, 
d pending upon the attention span of th child. Tho gh the time re-
quired for a~iniatering the teat forms to each child varied ithin a 
range of five ainutes to an hour, the average length of time was about 
twenty minutes. 
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CHAPTE III 
ANALYS lS OF DATA 
The Durrell•Sullivan Reading Aehieveqent Test, lnte~dia~e Test, 
!/ 
Fo~ A fo~ Grad s Three to Six, a copy o~ which .ay be found in the 
"10.~ :11 
Appendix on page~, waa a4ministered to the total population o~ 524 
caaea, of which 229 wer fourth graders, 121 were fift h graders, and 
174 were sixth graders. Table I $hoW$ the distr~bution of scores on 
this test according to grade equivalents, 
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORIS ON DURRILL•SULLIVAN RIAJ>ING ACIU&VIMINT 'J,'IST 
ACCORDING TO GRADE EQUIVALENTS 
. 
- - - -
" ·--
Grade 4th Grade 5th Grade 6th Grade Equivalent• 
8.0 .. 8.4 7 10 39 
7.5-7.9 10 ll 16 
7.0-7 .4 9 9 36 
6 ,5•6.9 13 19 27 
6.0-6.4 22 19 17 
5.5-5. 9 28 20 14 
5.0-5.4 35 12 14 
4.5-4. 9 24 7 7 
4.0-4.4 32 8 4 
3.5-3.9 23 4 0 
3.0-3.4 15 1 0 
2. 5•2.9 7 1 0 
2.0-2.4 _4_ _Q_ __Q_ 
Total 229 cases 121 cases 174 caees 
.!/Donal d 1) . Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, op. cit. 
In order to select a test population of 100 eases each for the 
fourth. fifth , and si~th grades whose scores were most indicative of 
average reading achievement i n those grades, it was necessary to choose 
the cases aa shown in Table II . Any eases scoring 7.5 and above, or 
3 .4 and below, in grade equivalents were excluded aa atypical. 
5.0- 5.4 
4 . 5-4.9 
4.0-4 .4 
3.5-3 .9 
Reading 
Scoree 
5 .5-.5. 9 
5.0- 5.4 
Reading 
Scores 
7.0-7 .4 
6.5-6.9 
6 .0-6 .4 
TABLE II 
SELECTION OF TEST POPULATION 
Selection of Cases for Fourth-Grade Level 
4th Caaee~ 5th Ca es 
Graders Used Graders Used 
35 23 12 
24 24 7 7 
32 32 8 8 
23 6 4 
Selection of Cases for Fitth•Grade Level 
4th Caaee St h Casea 6t h 
Graders Used Grader s Ueed Grader e 
28 28 20 20 14 
35 12 12 12 14 
Selec t ion of Cases for Sixt h-Grade Level 
5t h Caaea 6t h 
Graders Uaed Graders 
9 
19 
19 
(concluded on next page) 
0 
19 
18 
36 
27 
17 
Cases 
Used 
14 
14 
20 
26 
17 
24 
T II (concluded) 
=(ir ade- - -·--=4th ==-- - caae&-~-==stit = ==.: -- -·--
~quiv lents Grad rs Used 
8 .0-8 .4 7 
7 . 5-7. 9 10 
7 .0- 7 .4 
6 . 5- 6 . 9 13 19 
6 .0- 6 .4 22 
-
18 
5 . 5-5 .9 28 20 
5 .0-5 .4 35 12 
4 . 5-4 .9 24 24 7 7 
4 .0-4 .4 32 32 8. 
3 . 5- 3 .9 23 6 4 
3 .0-3 .4 15 ~- 1 
2 . 5- 2 . 9 7 1 
2. 0- 2.4 4 0 
- 5 
'1 \~ 
6th----· Caaea 
Gr ra Used 
20 
26 
17 
14 
14 14 
7 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
To be aasured of a teat populat ion with aver age int elligence , t he 
ntal age of e ch f t he 3 0 selected c· a waa recorded. Medi an 
nt 1 ~ae for e cb f t he four t h, f i fth, and sixth grad level • were 
comput d, the reaul t a of which appear in Table III. 
TABLE III 
MENTAl. AGES OF S LECTED POPULATI ON 
_... - -~ --- ~- - -
--Ye3ra 4th Grade 5t h Grade 6t h Grade Tota l 
and nt h a 
15 .0- 15.5 1 1 2 
14. 6-14.11 l 2 3 
14 .0- 14 .5 1 1 2 
13. 6-13.11 6 6 
13 .0- 13.5 1 9 10 
12 . 6-12.11 2 11 13 
12. 0-12.5 2 22 24 
11.6- 11 . 11 4 7 20 31 
1uded on next 
25 
26 
TABLE III (eoncludad) 
--Year a 4th Grade 5th Grade 6th Crade Total. 
and Month& 
11.0-11.5 8 28 15 51 
10.6-10.11 15 25 9 49 
10.0-10.5 23 19 2 44 
9.6- 9.11 25 7 2 34 
9.0- 9~5 13 5 18 
8.6- 8.11 10 10 
8.0· a .. s 2 1 3 
Total nua-
ber of Caaea 100 100 100 300 
Median 9.11 10.10 12;0 10.11 
Since the goal of this study was to construct a word pronunciation 
teat conaiatin& of two equal forms of 100 worda each , it waa neceaaary 
to deteraine the value of each of the 300 words uaed in the preliminary 
teste , Pot1118 A. B, and C~ The 200 worda which beat diecriainated be-
tween grade levels were to be retained and the reaa1nin& 100 which were 
not found to be ae auccesaful in meetiq thia criterion were to be db· 
carded. 
The firat step in obtainiq these data was to eaaaine the acorea 
made by each child in hie att-.pt to pronounce each of the words. The 
teatee's efforts were considered sueceaaful if hia score for a word waa 
a plua (+) for quick recoanition or a check (v1 for word analyais before 
pronunciation. Percentages of succesa achieved by &rade levels for each 
word in Forms A, B, and C were coapiled •• shown in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
PERCENTAGES OF CORBBCT RESPONSES To INDIVIDUAL l«)RDS 
lNCLUDID lN PRELIMINARY TESTS, FORMS A. lL . D C 
.. 
·-
-
-. ··--= - " -· 
.. . -~~ Worda Ueed in 4th Differ- 5th Differ .. 6th 
Preliminary Teat Grade ence Grade ence Grade Average 
. -
before 100 0 100 0 100 100 
product 83 14 97 l 98 93 
conJ.ure 68 22 90 8 98 85 
dismay 85 15 -160 -1 99 95 
enormoua 56 28 a4 13 97 -79 
advertise 40 20 60 21 81 60 
re1olution 36 2.4 60 28 88 61 
rU~ainate 42 22 68 14 82 64 
sentimental 44 36 80 11 91 72 
goaaaaer 39 32 71 9 80 63 
ingenuous l7 15 32 4 36 28 
reticent 24 29 53 14 67 48 
reverberate 24 30 54 11 65 48 
unectuivoca1 16 14 ao 24 54 33 
luxurious 15 23 38 17 55 36 
innocuous 10 10 20 12 32 21 
conscientious 5 10 15 7 22 14 
masticatory 14 16 30 30 60 29 
subcutaneous 6 10 16 13 29 17 
balaaainaceous 10 11 21 16 37 23 
sentence 95 1 96 4 100 97 
receive 78 18 96 3 ! 99 91 
infuae 63 14 87 7 94 81 
whither 52 21 73 19 92 72 
blandiah 57 16 73 16 89 73 
ca~~part•nt 46 26 12 17 
' 
89 69 
devaluate 18 20 38 13 51 36 
emergency 48 36 84 11 95 76 
artificial ao 26 56 29 85 57 
proport.ionate 9 26 35 15 50 31 
identical 26 22 48 27 75 50 
emphaaia 15 15 30 17 47 31 
Qhilarate 31 21 52 12 64 49 
miaconception 20 20 40 21 61 40 
valedictorian 15 15 30 9 39 28 
peripheral 14 12 26 14 40 21 
indiaeriainately 14 2 16 30 46 25 
(continued on next page) 
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~--· . -Word u.ed in 
PTel1minary Teat 
therJQOnuclear 
encephalitie . 
exiatentialia 
enclose 
elect. 
obs rve 
bolster 
notation 
alternate 
cartificaU.Qn 
alternative 
observation 
porcelain 
importunate. 
verdure 
fortification 
embryonic 
dereliction 
c.omplac;ency 
gelatinous 
aurveilla~e 
caprifoleaceous 
thermogalvanoaeter 
comfort 
dietance 
valise 
j ustice 
dialect 
vertical 
pendulua 
rtality 
predic-.ent 
r~•olution 
fraudulent 
impeccable 
apirical e 
e 
c 
a 
p 
xigency 
o .. eaoration 
djwiicate 
redeceaaor 
-
4th 
Graqe 
16 
4 
3 
89 
75 
61 
72. 
34 
54 
25 
38 
38 
30 
29 
25 
26 
16 
19 
14 
13 
21 
4 
11 
92 
82 
50 
82 
39 
52 
46 
18 
2.9 
33 
11 
19 
23 
20 
22 
16 
15 
28 
T· Ll I V (continu d) 
. 
-
Difhr· Stb Differ· 6th Averaaa ence Grade enca Grade 
13 29 26 55 33 
13 17 16 33 18 
10 13 21 34 17 
9 98 2 100 96 
16 91 7 98 88 
22 89 11 100 85 
ll 83 12 95 83 
lZ 51 22 7) 53 
)1 85 1. 92 77 
34 59 16 75 53 
34 72 15 87 66 
32 70 15 85 64 
25 55 13 68 51 
35 64 17 81 58 
36 61 10 7l 52 
27 53 23 76 52 
19 35 10 45 3.2 
15 34 18 52 35 
15 29 16 45 29 
16 29 8 37 26 
20 41 10 51 38 
l2 16 10 26 15 
l2 23 14 37 24 
7 99 1 100 97 
12 94 5 99 92 
9 59 23 82 64 
12 94 5 99 92 
16 55 22 77 57 
26 78 9 87 72 
25 81 8 89 72 
30 48 11 59 42 
30 59 14 73 $4 
28 61 23 84 59 
26 3.7 12 49 32 
25 44 1.1 55 39 
27 50 8 58 44 
8 28 23 51 33 
16 38 15 53 38 
14 30 7 37 28 
8 2_3 13 36 25 
. ·-~· ~ --Words Ueed in 
Preliminary Teat 
intercolwmar 
ichthyopbagy 
meniaperuceoua 
i~~pend 
aarner 
~on or 
repot,>t 
.otoriat 
presentable 
readjuat 
interval 
resignation 
traapoUne 
caverno\3 
inhibition 
perturbation 
ind1scr1ain.ately 
subsequent 
perspiration 
recalcitrant 
bibliophiliatie 
hypochondriacally 
actinodielactric 
beside 
value 
reserve 
engaae 
aclllonish 
genial 
obs,rvation 
bot.aic;al 
aoluble 
abdicate 
p ugiliat 
laboratory 
ema 
d 
ciatl!l 
a lineation 
c oncentric 
a ubterranean 
a ccout~ement 
h eliotropisa 
r ieinoleate 
therianthropisa 
- - · --
4th 
Grade 
21 
2 
11 
85 
44 
85 
91 
69 
_58 
54 
46 
19 
40 
36 
16 
16 
15 
21 
22 
16 
6 
2 
9 
99 
77 
69 
39 
41 
18 
42 
35 
33 
30 
34 
31 
18 
12 
21 
15 
13 
13 
8 
7 
9 
TABLE IV (continued) 
.. 
- -
·-
... ___ .,. 
Differ- Sth Differ- 6th 
ence Grade ence Grade Ave raze 
18 39 20 59 40 
9 11 15 26 13 
10 21 20 41 24 
10 95 2 97 92 
19 63 17 80 62 
l2 97 3 100 
' 
94 
9 100 0 100 97 
10 79 20 99 82 
28 ·86 ' 10 96 80 
12 66 7 73 64 
34 80 5 85 70 
28 47 20 67 44 
31 71 13 84 65 
30 66 14 80 61 
7 23 8 31 23 
26 42 7 49 36 
28 43 14 57 38 
28 49 15 64 45 
18 40 20 60 41 
3 19 19 38 I 24 
' 13 19 23 42 I 22 10 12 17 29 14 
9 18 23 41 23 
1 100 -1 99 69 
18 95 4 99 90 
24 93 3 96 86 
24 63 26 89 64 
16 57 20 77 58 
11 29 19 48 32 
28 70 16 86 66 
20 55 17 72 54 
·29 62 9 71 55 
24 54 15 69 51 
29 63 10 73 57 
44 7S 19 94 67 
-6 12 13 25 18 
23 35 10 45 31 
25 46 27 73 47 
10 25 18 43 28 
16 29 15 44 29 
5 18 8 26 19 
10 18 18 36 21 
6 13 17 30 17 
0 
TABLE IV (continued) 
= ··- -
. -· ··-- #· ... ·- - -- - - - ··- ·-
Word& Us d in 4th Differ· -sib Differ· ---"6th . -
Preliminary Test Grade ence Grade ence Grade . Average 
na-.tion 88 10 98 2 100 95 
agent 77 13 90 5 95 87 
C011Pile 60 26 86 10 96 81 
mouse 89 8 97 0 97 94 
invalid 52 13 65 9 74 64 
resentment 36 33 69 6 ·75 60 
pend'01oua 39 39 78 5 83 67 
adveraary 36 29 65 8 73 58 
designate 34 20 54 .19 73 54 
aud.ible 24 14 ·38 19 57 40 
companionship 32 29 61 17 78 57 
participation 16 27 43 9 52 37 
congratulations 23 31 54 19 73 50 
numismatic 12 27 39 18 57 36 
vivaciou& 7 14 21 11 38 22 
encyclical 8 6 14 24 38 20 
propitiat 4 5 9 17 26 13 
juxtaposition 9 15 24 19 43 25 
iconography 13 10 23 19 42 
1 
26 
autointoxication 9 18 27 22 49 28 
upeet 99 l 100 0 100 100 
injure 75 16 91 3 94 87 
Ql)tion 40 43 83 10 93 72 
terrace 57 22 79 
I 
12 91 76 
heraldic 37 24 61 8 ! 69 56 
inspector 58 27 85 12 ! 97 80 
deliberate 42 33 75 9 84 67 
illpartial 13 17 30 15 45 29 
allegiance 19 16 35 19 54 36 
faaci~tion 32 22 54 21 75 54 
abbreviation 20 26 46 29 75 47 
exe.p1ary 21 28 49 18 67 46 
prerogative 17 16 33 15 48 33 
deteriorate 10 . 10 20 19 39 23 
pre&\UIIPtUOUS 7 18 25 22 47 26 
restitution 16 11 27 20 47 30 
phlegmat ic 15 5 20 19 39 25 
ejaculatory 5 18 23 21 44 24 
infinitesimal 11 15 26 16 42 26 
catalectrotonous 2 16 18 16 34 15 
(continued on next page) 
TABLE IV (continued) 
-Word=a'-u==.e=d=i==;=-~F"'· =--:::.:·4=,t=h==F-=n"=i::::::f~f=er=-_=- =F·r=-s==t=h=:r==D=i;;::f ""fe=r=-=;=F==6t==h='"=F=' - "-= 
Preliminary Teet Grade ence Grade ence Grade Average 
disturb 
select 
builder 
venture 
pro1110t ion 
mountainous 
convertible 
gentian 
adhesive 
materialize 
presentable 
rehabilitate 
inaenioua 
mortification 
unconscious 
extracurricular 
vivisection 
indefatisable 
voluminoa.ity 
thalamencephalon 
dial 
abash 
emerge 
justify 
spsc ify 
indigent 
infuriate 
precious 
for tunate 
governmenta l 
embankment 
compilation 
atatiatician 
res iliency 
diaaeaination 
exco-unicate. 
facultative 
odontor ithi.c 
aupererosation 
valetudinarian is• 
75 
69 
89 
72 
41 
43 
38 
20 
27 
18 
40 
15 
8 
23 
16 
7 
14 
10 
11 
8 
10 
62 
39 
55 
30 
32 
19 
23 
40 
39 
40 
21 
7 
11 
l8 
14 
8 
12 
0 
0 
16 
20 
8 
19 
29 
37 
43 
19 
26 
20 
38 
17 
33 
33 
22 
17 
17 
14 
l7 
9 
24 
19 
33 
27 
19 
22 
12 
34 
33 
34 
37 
32 
9 
18 
11 
11 
9 
13 
10 
9 
91 
89 
97 
91 
71 
80 
81 
39 
53 
38 
78 
32 
41 
56 
38 
24 
31 
24 
28 
17 . 
94 
81 
72 
82 
49 
54 
31 
57 
73 
73 
17 
53 
16 
29 
29 
25 
17 
25 
10 
9 
(continued on next paae) 
9 
11 
2 
6 
22 
-16 
9 
19 
18 
16 
10 
16 
1.0 
13 
32 
8 
18 
22. 
21 
19 
6 
10 
19 
12 
16 
11 
12 
28 
18 
16 
8 
4 
11 
13 
23 
25 
22 
21 
25 
18 
100 
100 
99 
97 
93 
76 
90 
58 
7l 
54 
88 
48 
51 
69 
70 
32. 
49 
46 
49 
36 
100 
91-
91 
94 
65 
65 
43 
85 
91 
89 
85 
57 
27 
42· 
52 
50 
39 
46 
35 
27 
89 
86 
95 
87 
69 
66 
70 
39 
50 
37 
69 
32 
33 
49 
41 
21 
31. 
27 
29 
20 
88 
78 
67 
77 
48 
50 
31 
55 
68 
67 
67 
44 
17 
2.7 
33 
30 
21 
28 
15 
12 
31 
Words U e d i n 
Preliminary Teat 
broken 
depend 
concert 
rej ect 
abnormal 
c011panion 
administer 
judicial 
audacity 
jurisdiction 
ingenuity 
s ntiment 
inimic.al 
i nterrogate 
co ssionate 
unat.tainable 
sarcophagus 
heliotherapy 
•ublapsarian 
melanthaceoua 
h lter 
taut 
excesa 
untain 
uncertain 
liniaent 
n tion lity 
respectable 
participation 
rudiaentary 
preliainary 
vertebrate. 
unicorn 
conflagration 
!adroitly 
esiege b 
c 
p 
un 
oncili tion 
rophoplasa 
denomination 
lexicographical 
1 
32 
TABJ.I IV (continued) 
.. 4.h ·- o£££ -· - ··· ~-;-· s h===i-::-f=:=£ ===6=--==-·= ==-=-·= t er- t D er- tb 
Grade ence Grade ence Grade Averaae 
100 0 100· 0 100 100 
86 10 96 4 100 94 
53 28 81 5 86 73 
84 8 92 7 99 92 
43 29 72 20 92 69 
34. 38 72 16 88 65 
46 38 84 8 92 74 
9 8 17 14 31 19 
17 9 26 16 42 28 
24 19 43 31 74 47 
15 23 38 8 46 33 
42 36 78 7 85 68 
22 34 56 9 65 48 
31 26 57 14 11 53 
25 32 51 7 64 49 
20 18 38 24 62 40 
12 24 26 17 43 27 
1 15 22 13 35 21 
9 15 24 21 45 26 
5 10 15 19 34 18 
79 16 95 5 100 91 
52 16 78 7 85 72 
47 26 73 14 87 69 
92 7 99 1 100 97 
53 37 90 5 95 79 
49 23 72 12 84 68 
22 37 59 22 81 54 
43 33 76 9 85 68 
25 28 53 5 58 45 
32 32 64 14 78 58 
24 11 41 29 70 45 
35 27 62 16 78 58 
41 35 76 4 80 66 
21 32 53 8 61 45 
12 18 30 13 43 28 
16 28 44 1 51 37 
10 4 14 8 22 15 
8 8 16 ll 27 17 
9 18 27 l1 44 27 
12 11 23 25 48 28 
(continued on next page) 
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TABLE IV (~ontinued) 
Worda Used in 4th Differ- 5th Differ- 6th Averaae Preliminary Teat Grade ence Grade ence Grade 
notch 82 u 93 5 98 91 
correct 80 17 97 2 99 92 
reaerve 64 24 88 10 98 83 
portend 70 16 86 5 91 82 
tendency 48 26 74 17 91 71 
acientiat 36 38 74 23 91 69 
projection 48 34 82 12 90 73 
circuaatance 33 27 60 16 76 56 
superintendent 40 36 76 10 86 67 
exorbitant 24 23 47 11 58 43 
conjecture 42 35 77 9 86 68 
iniquity 12 13 25 21 46 28 
predatory 28 24 52 24 76 52 
portentous 25 25 50 -2 48 41 
tertiary 6 12 18 10 28 17 
horticultural 10 22 32 15 47 30 
endocardiua 16 14 30 16 46 31 
1epidopteroua 10 17 27 2 29 22 
pronunciaaento 8 14 22 17 39 23 
• philoprogenitiveneal s 16 21 23 44 23 
abide 54 24 78 14 92 15 
subaerge 62 26 88 9 97 82 
vivid 45 28 73 14 87 68 
distanca 73 20 93 4 97 88 
delegate 53 20 73 1 74 67 
discordant 47 23 70 17 87 68 
imagination 32 37 69 5 74 58 
denODJinator 24 36 60 20 80 55 
extraordinary 26 32 58 25 83 56 
inaolvent 37 37 74 14 88 66 
enigma 8 10 18 23 41 22 
unquenchable 23 23 46 15 61 43 
aauntlet 18 25 43 18 61 41 
retribution 19 20 39 11 50 36 
condeacenaion 17 14 31 18 49 32 
v oracious · 7 25 32 0 32 . 24 
petrologically 8 14 22 14 36 22 
exteaporaneoua 6 19 25 13 38 23 
siailitudinize 10 9 19 15 34 21 
deutero~anonica1 12 1 13 29 42 22 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE ' IV (concluded) 
Words Used . in 4th Differ· · 5th Differ- 6th f. 
Prel1m1nary . Te~Jt Grade ence Crade · enee Grade .Average 
• 
normal 84 13 97 3 100 94 
tender 92 8 100 0 100 91 
110rtar 53 11 64 5 69 62 
import 81 11 92 -1 91 88 
habitat 27 18 45 6 51 41 
dedication 29 37 66 9 75 57 
e11plaeeaent 46 31 .77 15 92 .72 
notorious 14 23 37 14 51. 34 
alternatives 35 27 62 9 7l 56 
antagonise 16 29 45 12 57 39 
ineo111parable 30 35 65 14 79 58 
executioner 13 12 25 20 45 28 
peripatetic 9 7 16 17 33 19 
expeditious s 18 23 9 32 20 
ieportunate 26 30 56 17 73 52 
eccentric 19 17 36 23 59 38 
refractoaeter 14 23 37 20 57 36 
110noplanetary 16 28 44 ll 55 38 
balneotherapia 6 13 19 16 35 20 
ieositetrahedron 3 12 15 8 23 14 
A sumaary was .. de of the data recorded in Table tv. T b1e V 
shows the number of words in each form on which the testees of each 
grade level scored successfully. Table VI a lso shows the median scores 
for each grade level and the differences in points of raw score between 
grade levels for each of the experimental forma. 
I 
' 
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TABLE V 
PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT RESPONSES TO PRELIMINARY TESTS, FOaMS A, B, AND C 
- -~- .. .:;.;;;- ·----- --
' ~-~ --4----:= .. --: -._ ... =---- .. _ ·- ~-- ·- - _, --
No . of Form A Fona B F.ona C Grade Grade Grade Words 4 5 6 4 5 6 4 .S 6 
100•90 0 4 12 2 7 ~4 3 2 ~2 
89-80 3 9 23 3 8 8 6 6 6 
79-70 10 12 17 6 ~1 6 3 8 ~3 
69- 60 8 17 tlo 4 8 6 2 9 2 
59-50 6 16 6 4 ll .. o 6 0 0 
49-40 8 18 11 9 6 ~0 14 9 6 
39-30 12 ll 9 18 12 ~1 10 iLl ~1 
29-20 23 10 2 10 20 5 l7 4 5 
19-10 20 3 0 27 10 0 22 1 0 
9·0 10 0 0 17 2 0 17 0 0 
Medians 29 55 71 26 49 66 26 55 ~1 
26* 16* 23* 17* 29* 16* 
*Point of raw score between grade levels . 
I=-
TABLE VI 
PERCENTAGES OF QUICK RECOGNITION, ANALYSIS, AND 'l'OTAL CORRECT RESPONSES 
No . of Quick 
Words Recog-
nition 
90-100 0 
80-89 0 
70-79 3 
60-69 2 
50~ 59 6 
40-49 5 
30-39 5 
20-29 13 
10-19 34 
0-9 32 
Medians 15 
Means 20.3 
Standard 
Deviations 18.17 
Grade 4 
Analysis 
0 
0 
0 
3 
4 
3 
7 
8 
27 
48 
11 
15.9 
15.75 
'lO FORM A OF PRELIMINARY TEST 
··-~· 
Grade 5 
Quick 
Totals Recog- Analysis Totals 
nit ion 
0 1 0 4 
3 0 0 9 
10 5 2 12 
8 9 1 17 
6 8 6 16 
8 13 11 18 
12 11 10 11 
23 23 13 10 
20 20 20 3 
10 10 37 0 
29 29 16 55 
36.1 33.4 21.5 54.7 
23.10 20.83 18.22 20.15 
Quick 
Recog-
nit ion 
0 
4 
5 
8 
9 
18 
19. 
25• 
12 
0 
37 
39.6 
18.79 
Grade 6 
Analysis 
0 
0 
0 
3 
12 
19 
16 
13 
15 
22 
29 
28.8 
18.25 
.. - --
Totals 
12 
23 
17 
20 
6 
11 
9 
2 
0 
0 
71 
68.1 
19.16 
1 .. With the foregoing data concerning the value of each word in terms. 
of how well it discriminated between grade levels and ita relative ease 
or difficulty, it then was possible to proceed with the construction of 
the final two forma of the test. 
The words used in the preliminary teats were rranged in order of 
difficulty from the simplest. or those on which the highest percentage 
of the teet population scored successfully, to the most difficult, to 
which only a small percentage were able to respond correctly. Table VII 
shows thi s listing. 
TABLE VII 
WORDS USED IN PRELIMINARY TISTS 
ARRANGED IN ORDIR OF DU'FlCULTY 
·-·-- ·--.. - ·-· __ ,.. ===-..::.;_,;-=:=::-=--:=-"·~ ===-===r-=··=·:=- = ;;:::;·:.:.;·= = ""·· ==-=·-
Words Used 
before, upset, broken 
sentence, comfort, report, mountain, tender 
enclose 
dismay. nation, builder 
honor, uae, depend, normal 
product 
impend, distance, justice; rej ect, correct 
receive, halter, notch 
value 
disturb 
Per Cent of 
Correct Reaponaes 
100 
97 
96 
95 
94 
93 
92 
91 
90 
89 
37 
(continued on next page) 
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TABLE Vll (continued) 
Words Used 
elect, dial, i~ort 
venture, injure, agent 
reaerve, select 
observe, conjure · 
bolater 
motorist, submerge, portend 
infuse, compile 
presentable, inapector 
enormous, uncertain 
abash 
alternate. justify 
emergency, terrace 
abide 
administer 
blandish, concert, projection 
sentimental, whither, vertical, pendulum, motion, 
taut, emplacement 
tendency 
interval, convertible 
compartment; promotion, beaide, abnormal, excesa, 
acientiet 
fortunate, sentiment, liniment, respectable, 
conjecture, discordant, vivid 
Per Cent 
Correct ResooJ~·~~· 
88 
87 
86 
85 
83 
82 
81 
80 
79 
78 
17 
76 
75 
74 
73 
72 
71 
70 
69 
68 
38 
TABLE VII (continued) 
Words Use.d 
laboratory, pendulous, deliberate, emerge, delegate, 
superintendent, governmental, embankment 
alternative, 1110untainoua, unicorn, insolvent, 
observation 
trampoline, companion 
readjust, valise, ruminate, engage, invalid 
gossamer 
garner, mortar 
cavernous, resolut i on 
advertiae, reeentmant 
importunate, adversary, admonish, incomparable, 
i magi nation, rudimentary, verteprate 
dialect, pugiliat, dedication , arti ficial, 
compani onehip 
heraldic, circumstance, extraordinary, alternative 
precious , soluble, denominator 
predicament, faacination, designate, bot anical, 
nat i onality 
notation , certification, inter rogate 
ver dure, fortification, predatory 
porcelain, abdicate 
identical, indigent, adhesive, congratulations 
exhilar ate, mortifi cation, compassionate 
reticent:, specify, inimical, reverberate 
(continued on next page) 
Per Cent of 
Correct Reenonsee 
67 
66 
65 
64 
63 
62 
61 
60 
58 
57 
56 
55 
54 
53 
52 
51 
50 
49 
48 
39 
TABLE VII (cont .i.nued) 
Words Use~ 
abbreviation , jurisdiction. concentric 
exemplary 
eubsequent , participation, preliainary, conflaaration 
resignation, compilation , empirical 
unquenchable 
rtality, exorbitant 
perspiration, unconscious, portent ous , gauntlet, 
habitat 
intercolua1ar , audible, unattainable, misconception 
impeccable, gentian, antagonize 
indiscriminately , co..emoration, surveil lance, 
eccentric , monoplanetary 
materialize , participation , besiege 
l~urious, devaluate, perturbation, allegiance , 
nuai mattes , refrBctometer, retribution 
der eliction 
notorious 
exigency, thermonuclear, unequivocal , prerogative, 
ingenious , dissemination, ingenuity 
fraudulent , rehabilitate, condescenaion, embryonic, 
genial 
proportionate , infuriate, endocardium, eapbaais. 
vivisection . delineation 
exc unicate, horticultural, restitution 
Per· cent of 
Correct Responses 
47 
46 
45 
43 
42 
41 
40 
39 
38 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
40 
I ~ (continued on next page) 
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T LE VII (continued) 
WoJ'ds Used 
complacency, voluminolity. impartial , accoutrement, 
mastic tory 
adjudicate, odontorithic, executioner, valedictorian , 
autointoxication, iniquity, in enuoua, subterranean, 
!adroitly, lexicographical, audacity 
peripheral , resiliency, undeno·inatioual, 
ind fat:·igable, sarcophagus 
elati us , presumptuous , sublapsarian, 
infinitesimal, iconography 
predeceosor, phleg tic, juxtaposition 
recalcitrant, ejaculatory, menispermaceous, 
thermogalvanometer, voracious 
ctinodielectric , deteriorate , exteaporaneoua , 
inhibition, bals inaceo , pronunciamento, 
philoprogenitivene•• 
bibliophiliatic, vivacious, petrologically, 
enigDL~ , deuterocanonical, lepidopterous 
innocuous , facultative, simi.litudinize , extra-
curricular , heliotherapy, ricinoleate 
thalamencephalon , expeditious , encyclical, 
balneoth r pia 
heliotr pism, peripatetic, judicial 
encepb litis, emaciate, lanthaceoua 
eubcutsneoua, atatistician, tertiary , trophoplas , 
existentialism, ther ianthropisa 
caprifoleaceous, supererogation , conciliation, 
catalectrotonous 
(concluded on nu;t page) 
Per C 
Correct 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
15 
41 
TABLE Vtl (concluded) 
Worda Uaed 
hypochondriacally, conacientious ,, icositetrahedron 
ichthyopha&Y, propitiate 
valetudinarianism 
Per cent of 
Correct leaponaes 
14 
13 
12 
The next atep waa to conatruct two fora of the word pronunci•tion 
teat aa nearly coJDparable as po.,ible. Words were selected in order of 
increasing difficulty. Insofar as poasible, only words which diacria· 
inated betwae.n grade levels by at least ten points of raw acore were 
retained . A8 previoualy noted• a few aiaple worda which diacriainated 
between arad• levela by fewer than ten poinfa O·f raw acore were in· 
eluded . Th• purpoae of including theae worde 'lias to allow ucb child 
a certain aaount of aucceta ao aa to encouraae hi• to atta.pt the more 
difficult words. Where poatible, duplication of worda containing like 
word elements within the same fot'lll wu avoided. Table VIII ahowa the 
percentages of correct reaponaea .. de by the teat population by grade 
levela to the individual words included in the final word pronunciation 
teats , lol'lU A and B • 
42 
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TABl.E Vlll 
PERCENTAGES or CORUCT USPONSIS TO INDIVIDUAL WOlDS 
INCLUDED IN PINAL WORD PBONUNCIATION TISTS, JOBMS A AND B 
FOI1D A 4th Diff. 5th Diff. 6th Averages Colu.m l Graders Grader a Grader a 
before 100 0 100 0 100 100 
honor -as 12 97 3 100 94 
notch 82 11 93 5 99 92 I obaerve 67 22 89 11 100 85 
abash 62 19 81 10 91 78 
vertical 52 26 78 9 87 72 
scientist 36 38 74 23 97 69 
811banta.ent 40 37 17 8 85 67 
invalid 52 13 65 9 74 64 
rudimentary 32 32 64 14 78 58 
circwutance 33 27 60 16 76 56 
inteJ:rogate 31 26 57 14 71 53 
identical 26 22 48 27 75 50 
abbreviation 20 26 46 29 75 47 
UDCluenchable 23 23 46 15 61 43 
.. 
mbconception 20 20 40 21 61 40 
118terialize 18 20 38 16 54 37 
retribution 19 20 39 11 50 36 
prer ogative 17 16 33 15 48 33 
proportionate 9 26 35 15 50 31 
iapartial 13 17 30 15 45 29 
audacity 17 9 26 16 42 28 
reailiency 11 18 29 13 42 27 
meniapermaceoua ll 10 21 20 41 24 
balaaainaeeous 10 11 21 16 37 23 
lora A 
Coluial 2 
comfort 92 7 99 1 100 97 
depend 86 10 96 4 100 94 
value 77 18 95 4 99 90 
bolater 72 11 83 12 95 83 
terrace 57 22 79 12 91 76 
(continued on next pace)· r 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
Form A 4th Diff. 5th Diff. -6th Average• Colmm- 2 Crader a Cradera Graders 
pendulUDl 46 2~ 81 8 89 72 
vivid 45 28 73 14 87 68 
companion 34 38 72 16 88 65 
gossamer 39 32 71 9 80 63 
di lect 39 16 55 22 77 57 
denominator 24 36 60 20 80 55 
predatory 28 24 52 24 76 52 
congratulations. 23 31 54 19 73 50 
exeaplary 21 28 49 18 67 46 
mortality. 18 30 48 11 59 42 
antagonize 16 29 45 12 57 39 
allegiance 19 16 35 19 54 36 
exigency 20 8 28 23 51 33 
embryonic 16 19 35 10 45 32 
hort icultural 10 22 32 15 47 30 
coaplacency 14 15 29 16 45 29 
valedictorian 15 15 30 9 39 28 
preaUD!ptuous · 7 18 25 22 47 26 
philoprogenitive· 
ness. 5 16 22 l7 39 23 
vivacious 7 14 21 17 38 22 
Form A 
Coltmll 3 
enclose 89 9 98 2 100 96 
reject 84 8 92 7 99 92 
disturb 75 16 91 9 · 100 89 
compile. 60 26 86 10 96 Sl 
blandish 57 16 73 16 89 73 
abnormal 43 2.9 72 20 92. 69 
superintendent 40 36 76 10 86 67 
ruminate 42 22 68 14 82 64 
advertise 40 20 60 21 81 60 
pugiliat 34 29 63 10 73 57 
(eont.inued Oil next page) 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
Fora A 4th Diff. 5th Diff .•. 6th Averagea Col\lllll'l 3 Graders Graders Graders 
pxedicament 29 30 59 14 73 54 
certificati on 25 34 59 16 75 53 
exhilarate 31 21 52 12 64 49 
subsequent 21 28 49 15 64 45 
gauntlet 18 25 43 18 61 41 
-
Z . 19 l7 36 23 59 38 ·-"·~ lnuaiallllltic . l2 27 39 18 57 36 
the1110nuc1ear 16 ll 29 26 55 3l 
genial 18 11 29 19 48 32-
exc:ODDunicate 14 11 25 25 50 30 
1 xicographical 12 10 23 25 48 28 
indefatigabl e 10 14 24 22 46 27 
' 
i nfinite& imal 11 15 26 16 42 26 
det eriorate 10 10 20 19 39 23 
petrologically 8 14 22 14 36 22 
lor. A 
Col\.11111 4 
I nation 88 10 98 2- 100 95 
Jus tice 82 12• 94 5 99 92 
venture 72- 19 91- 6 97 67 
inspector 58 27 85 12 97 80 
p ojection 48 34 82 12 90 73 
excess 47 26 73 14 87 69 
I emerge 39 33 72 19 91 67 
engage 39 24 63· 26 89 64 
inc011parab1e 30 35 65 14· 79 58 
ini aical 22- 34 56 9 65 48 
fascination 32 22· 54 21 15 54 
abd'iC'ate· 30 24· 54 15 69 51 
specify 30 19 49 16 65 48 
resignation 19 28 47 20 67 44 
i ntercol UI8ll r 21 18 39 20 59 40 
(continued on next page) 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
Fora A 4th Diff. 5th Diff. 6th Averages Col\IJIRl 4 Grader a Graders [Grad~ .. 
co..-..oration 22 16 38 15 53 38 
dereliction 19 15 34 18 52 35 
ingenioua 8 33 41 10 51 33 
endocard1Ui1l 16 14 30 16 46 31 
volumino8ity 11 17 28 21 49 29 
subterranean 15 10 25 18 43 28 
!peripheral 14 l2 26 14 40 27 
juxtapoJition 9 15 24 19 43 25 
actinodielectric 9 9 18 23 41 23 
facultative 8 9 17 22 39 21 
Fora B 
Column 1 
broken 100 0 100 0 100 100 
noraa1 84 13 97 3 100 94 
halter. 79 16 95 5 100 91 
conjure 68 22 90 8 98 85 
enor110ua 56 28 84 13 97 79 
whither 52 21 73 19 92 72 
liniment 49 23 72 12 84 68 
deliberate 42 33 75 9 84 67 
readjuat 54 12 66 7 73 64 
vertebrate 35 27 62 16 78 58 
precious 23 34 57 28 85 55 
notation 34 17 51 22 73 53 
indiaent 32 22 54 11 65 so 
concentric 21 25 46 27 73 47 
exorbitant 24 23 47 ll 58 43 
unattainable 20 18 38 24 62 40 
surveillance 21 20 41 10 51 38 
notorious 14 23 37 14 51 34 
fraudulent 11 26 37 12 49 32 
vi viJec t ion 14 17 31 18 49 31 
(continued on next page) 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
Fora I 4th Diff. Sth Diff. 6th Average• 
Colu. 1 
,,._ ,,~ ... __ Graden Graden ,v ............ 
l accou~o.cement 13 16 29 15 44 29 
autointoxication 9 18 27 22 49 28 
aarcopbagUI 12 24 26 17 43 27 
ejaculatory 5 18 23 21 44 24 
enigaa 8 10 18 23 41 22 
P'ona B 
CohiSl 2 
IIIUUP' .... 92 7 99 1 100 97 
product 83 14 97 2 98 93 
receive 78 18 96 3 99 91 
,_,I.UJ." 69 10 79 20 99 82 
jUitify 55 27 82 12 94 77 
taut 52 16 78 7 85 72 
fortunate 40 33 73 18 9l 68 
insolvent 37 37 74 14 88 66 
garner 44 19 63 17 80 62 
artificial 30 26 56 29 85 57 
botanical 35 20 55 17 72 54 
verdure 25 36 61 10 71 52 
adbeaive 27 26 53 18 71 50 
juri a die tion 24 19 43 31 74 47 
perspiration 22 18 40 20 60 41 
gentian 20 19 39 19 58 39 
refractoaeter 14 23 37 20 57 36 
dia1qination 18 ll 29 23 52 33 
rehabilitate 15 17 32 16 48 32 
infuriate 19 12 31 12 43 31 
uecutioner 13 12 25 20 45 28 
illlladroitly 12 18 30 13 43 28 I 
iconoarapby 13 10 23 19 42 26 I 
tber.oaalvano .. ter 11 12 2l 14 37 24 
bibliophilhtic 6 13 19 23 42 22 
(continued on next page) 
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TABLi Vlll (continued) 
·rona B 4th Diff. St'h Diff. 6th Averages ColUllll 3 Graders Graders Grader a 
report 91 9 100 0 100 97 
i . end 85 10 95 2 97 92 
e lect 75 16 91 7 98 88 
subaer ge 62 26 88 9 97 82 
emergency 48 36 84 11 95 76 
emplac nt 46 31 77 15 92 72 
discordant 47 23 70 17 87 68 
tr&J1Poline 40 31 71 13 84 65 
cavernous 36 30 66 14 80 61 
soluble 33 29 62 9 71 55 
nationality 22 37 59 22 81 54 
fortification 26 27 53 23 76 52 
reticent 24 29 53 14 67 48 
preliminary 24 17 41 29 70 45 
unconscious 16 22 38 32 70 41 
impec.cab1e 19 25 44 11 55 39 
dev luate 18 20 38 13 51 36 
unequivocal 16 14 30 24 54 33 
condeacenaion 17 14 31 18 49 32 
r stitution 16 ll 27 20 47 30 
odontorithic 12 13 25 21 46 26 
adjudicate 16 14 30 7 37 28 
sub1apaarian 9 15 24 21 45 26 
extemporaneous 6 19 25 13 38 23 
similitudinize 10 9 19 15 34 21 
Fora B 
Sj01H!@ 4 
builder 89 8 97 2 99 95 
correct: 80 17 97 2 99 92 
agent 77 13 90 5 95 81 
infuse 63 14 87 7 94 81 
a bid 54 24 78 14 92 75 
(concluded on next page) 
TABLE VIII (concluded) 
Fo B Diff. iff . 6th Col 4 Graders ~radera Ave_r · gea 
pr.OF.iiOtion 42 29 71 22 93 69 
governmental 39 34 73 16 89 67 
valise 50 9 59 23 82 64 
nish 4 ~ 16 57 20 17 sa 
heraldic 37 24 61 8 69 56 
' 3ft 20 54 19 73 54 
30 25 55 13 68 51 
reverb r te 24 30 54 11 65 48 
e pirical 23 27 50 8 58 44 
audibl 24 14 38 19 51 40 
! 
r, onoplanetary 16 28 44 ll 55 38 
1 urious 15 23 38 17 52 35 
ingenuity 15 23 38 8 46 33 
e hasi 1.5 15 30 17 47 :n 
ticatory 14 16 30 30 60 29 
iniquity 12 13 25 21 46 28 
undeno i national 9 18 27 17 44 .27 
predecessor 15 8 .23 13 36 25 
pronunciaaento ~ 14 22 17 39 23 
r i cinoleate 8 10 18 18 36 21 
! 
Tabl IX, which follows , ehows the nmaber of words in each of the 
t·o foi , A and B. on ~hich t h testeea of each grade scored succe s • 
' I 
fully. Table IX also abbwe the median score• for each grade l evel and 
I 
the difference in points of raw score between grade levela for each of 
the two f inal forma. 
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TAB ·IX 
PIRCINTAGIS OF CORRECT llESPONSES TO FINAL WORD PRONUNCIATION TESTS, 
PO~ A AND B· 
- - -- -
Fora A Form B 
Number of Words ~ . Grades Gra.dea 
4 5 6 4 5 6 
100-90 2 12 22 3 13 24 
89- 0 7 7 13 5 5 13 
79-70 4 12 14- 4 13 14 
69·60 3 9 10 4 7 8 
59- 50 5 10 15 7 15 13 
49-40 9 12 l9 10 8 21 
39-30 15 15 7 12 19 7 
29•20 15 21 0 17 16 0 
19-1 31 2 0 29 4 0 
9- 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 
Medians 27 50 69 27 51 70 
Point of law Seore 
Between Grade Levels 23 19 22 19 
The final word pronunc i ation test, ForiiS A and B • may be found 
in the Appendix on pages 68 and 69 . 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND COHOLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to build a word pronunciation teat 
in two equivalent fot118 • which would Maaure the ability of children in 
the fourth. fifth, and sixth grades to use their knowledge of word ana-
lysis to attack the pronunciation of new words. The only atailar teat 
is the Gates Word Pronunciation Test, and this teat is not sufficiently 
sensitive between the fifth and tixtb gt:adea. 
Therefore. trial teats st.ilar in for. to the Gates Word Pronuncia-
tion Teat wet'e constructed, baaed on the 1101t co..>n prefixes, auffixes, 
and word t'oots as listed in the "Durrell Interaediate Vocabulary Re-
classified for Use in Word Analysis" by Cynthia E. Pike . The criterion 
for the selection of words to be included waa the frequency of the oe• 
currence of the1e word ela.ente. Coined and fot'eign wot'da • proper 
nouns. and eolloquialia~ were avoided. 
Theae trial teats conailted of three fol'llt of one hundred words 
each arranged, as nearly aa possible, in order of increaaina difficulty. 
The teats were adainiatered individu.Uy to a teat population of 524 
children in grades four, five, and six froa five suburban co~itiee 
of varying aocio•econoaic backgrounds. 
To discover reading levels* Teats 1 and 2 of the Durrell•Sulliven 
Reading Capacity and Achievement Teats, Intermediate Teet: lo~ A 
l:l s-con Un1 verS11;;)>' 
:school of Educatio1:: 
Library, 
1.1 
for Grades 3 to 6 were given. One hundred cases each, for the fourth 
fifth, and siXth grades, whose scores were IIOBt indicative of average 
reading achievement in those grades, were selected to be analyzed. 
An item analyaie was made to discover tboiiJe words which best die .. 
crillli.nated between grade leveh. The 200 words most successfully aeet-
ing this criterion were retained for the two final forma of the test. 
Two exceptions w•r• a few wordt at the beainnina of each test with fewer 
than ten points difference between grade levele, which were included to 
provide encouragement; and s01ae difficult worda near the end; which were 
included to provide a good ceiling for tbe test. 
The following conclusions are the result of this study: 
1. There are 23 points of raw score between the aediana of grades 
four and five on Test B. Therefore, this teat discriminates 
well between fourth and fifth~arade levels of achiev-.ent. 
2. There are 19 points of raw score between the median• of grades 
five and siX on both forms of the test. Therefore, this test 
discri~nates well between fifth and eixth•grade levels of 
aehieve.ent. 
3. Seven words near the end of each fora of the test proved too 
difficult for more than 40 per cent of the s iXth graders tested 
and so provided a far better measure of word recognition than 
does the Gates Word Pronunc:l.ation T•at, the only aia:llar test 
of skill in phonetic analysis; 
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CHAPTE V 
SOOGESTIONS FOil FUllTHlUl RISIARCH 
1. The word pronunciation test could be administered to a larger 
population to establish nor.s for each grade level. 
2. A more extensive teat could be constructed in which the number 
of times each word element appeared would be carefully con• 
trolled. 
3. By devising a a thod of scorina incorrect responses in greater 
detail, a study could be undertaken to discover and analyse 
specific weaknesses in word analysis. 
4. A word pronunciation teat similar to this one, but including 
other common word elements, could be constructed. 
5. Since, in this test, plus (+) scores for quick recognition 
and check (v) scores for analysis were both considered correct 
responses, a study could be made to diatinauiah between readily 
recognised words and those requirina analysis. 
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APP DU 
Pupil's Name--------------------------------
Grade ------------ Teacher -------------
Town ----------------------------------~ 
E~aminer ----------------
Directions for scoring: 
Score ----------
1 for + plua 
% for ./ check 
Place a + plua if word is pronounced readily; o/ check if pronunciation ia 
correct after hesitation or analyaia; • ainua if incorrect or not pronounced 
after seven teconds. Stop te tina when five words are failed in succession . 
so 
., 
the 
how 
kina 
grow 
every 
pap r 
window 
perhaps 
passenger 
interest 
dispute 
conductor 
int lligeut 
position 
irregular 
l ... ntation 
satiafactory 
GATIS WORD PRDNUNCIATlO TIST VII, lOIUt 1 
we 
go 
not 
may 
here 
late 
about 
blind 
flllaily 
plaster 
wander 
chocolate 
portion 
brightness 
construct 
profitable 
achoolmaate:r; 
co.-unity 
illutrious 
an 
us 
did 
out 
door 
hear 
after 
peach 
bridge 
harvest 
eighty 
1110tion 
continue 
punistuaent 
impatient 
instrument 
.anufacture 
examination 
countenance 
is 
at 
can 
son 
ball 
eatt 
brooa 
cliab 
lonely 
servant 
counter 
cit ben 
una ion 
guardian 
protection 
reve.rence 
revolution 
intell~aence 
conaratulate 
do 
or 
ben 
nat 
ca.e 
year 
child 
point 
scratch 
fri&htan 
shepherd 
elegant 
brilliant 
restaurant 
tmaperature 
astonishment 
lUUleceaaary 
national 
preparation 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
superstition affectionate philosopher treacherous 100 
aubroaation hypaography scansorial electroatatica intercolu.aar 
astrophyaical parthenogenetic confabulatory hypercataleetic litiecontestation 120 
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OI.IGINAL WORDS ARRANCID ACOORDINC TO TB!! COIDI)N SUFllUS TMIY CONTAIN 
able .!.!. (emit ' d) ate en (eont'd.) 
- martial -iapeecable abdicate enclose 
ineoaparable identical obdurate bp~d 
indefatigable inteJ:val liquidate enol110~ 
pretentable governmental ruminate compartment 
reliable botanical vertebrate preaentable 
respectable horticultural alternate pendulum 
unattainable encyclical devaluate emergency 
unquenchable uistentialiaa proportionate aentiMntal 
sentimental importunate predicaant 
.!&! halter reverberate ingenioua 
age normal exhilarate ingenuous 
agent abnoraal indiacriainate.ly identical 
engage nationality adjudicate reticent 
ga"tage judicial deliberate ext seney herbage iniraical infuriate subaequent 
maladroitly designate complacency 
al undenoainational fortunate conseientioua 
dial lel(icographical materialise encephalitis dialect deuterocanonical emaciate existentialism genial deteriorate Mniepermaceous 
artificial ance ex co unicate agent 
valise nuisance propitiate engage 
alternate eurveilhnce ricinoleate venture 
vertical di tance delegate genial devaluate allegiance coapasaiouate resentment 
alternative ctrcUIIIStanee importunate indigent JDOrtality penduloua qpil:'ical ant s.x gentian 
unequivocal 'ltibriea-nt theocracy aovernmental 
valedictorian brilliant fr•q,uency embankaent peripheral participant celibacy reailiency 
recalcitrant therianthropisa emergency concentric hypochondriacally discordant exigency encyclical balaaainaceoua exorbitant complacency accoutrement 
thermogalvanoaeter antagonize reailiency thalamencephalon 
value lielanthaceous tendency broken 
invalid depend 
heraldic ary 
.!}! tender 
allegiance tertiary pen portend 11Nlterial1ae rudi nta.ry · broken tendency infinitesiaull adversary lichen ..,lace~~ent 
eatalectrotonoua. exemplary kitchen denoainator 
tba.la.encepbalon extraordinary tent auperintendente 
valetudinarianism prelimi.n&t;y fraudulent rudi.Mntary iapartial · aonoplanetary omnipotent intolvent 
sentence ingenuity 
.!!. (cont 1d) 
aentiaent 
unquenchable 
portentou.a 
condescension 
eccentric 
endoca-cdiU!Il 
prouunci~Q~eDto 
pbiloprogenitivenes• 
o ipotant 
.!!!1 
t nt 
fraudulent 
OEipote t 
sentence 
co artaut 
prepenta'ble 
sentimental 
pred1ca.e.nt 
identical 
reticent 
subs quent 
conscientious 
e tetential1n 
gent 
rea t118nt 
indigent 
gentian 
goverm.ental 
eabanJala'l t 
concentric 
UnU.nt 
ecientiat 
eJ~p lacement 
uperintendent 
ru<iiaentary 
insolvent 
sentiaent 
portentous 
eccentric 
a.1ipotent 
eoua 
-e:attemporaneous 
subcutaneous 
aelanthaceous 
•niaperuceoua 
caprifoleaeeou.e 
bal aai.naceous 
hideous 
.!.£ 
adver ary 
adher 
be-~ilder 
deliberate 
deteriora~e 
det rmin tion 
ellbroider 
executioner 
reverberate 
subterranean 
alternate 
falter 
halter 
alternative 
perceive 
concert 
unceJ;"tain 
certificate 
certify 
sub rge 
e•rgency 
•rser 
e•rae 
govemor 
servitude 
observation 
con•ervation 
settler 
superintendent 
tender 
terrace 
terrible 
interrogate 
perturbation 
cavalier 
herbage 
interval 
governmental 
!I (cont'd) 
tel"tiary 
vertebrate 
dreaaer 
bohter 
builder 
eraser 
blubber 
freezer 
blister 
wl"apper 
aossaaer 
condenser 
whitber 
wonderful 
heraldic: 
•rchandiae 
prerogativ 
uterialiae 
cavernous 
1tationary 
erosion 
blbarnatioa 
'oleration 
dereliction 
perspiration 
verdure 
.enisper.aceoua 
tbermogalvano.eter 
therianthropis• 
balneothe-.:-apia 
deuterocanonical 
aupererogation 
convertible 
invert 
vertical 
advertise 
peripatetic 
peripheral 
thers>nuclear 
erase 
iatercolUIIIQ&r 
garner 
obeerve 
certification 
reverberate 
reserve 
concert 
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.!.! (cont'd) 
adainister 
executioner 
refractometer 
heliotherapy 
1!! 
.,utllfolly 
thankful 
M&ninaful 
wonderful 
awful 
h. 
certify 
fortify 
juetify 
rectify 
specify 
defy 
purify 
!£! 
existentiali 
genial 
judicial 
dialect 
t.partial 
•rtial 
coaxial 
•teria:Uae 
artificial 
dial 
~ 
reducible 
terrible 
flexible 
cou"Yertible 
audible 
!s. juatice 
vertical 
certification 
artificial 
predic nt 
identical 
ic (cont'd) 
-r ticent 
fortification 
empiriul 
ryonic 
valedictorian 
dereliction 
adjudicate 
masticatory 
bibliophiUatic 
ichthyopba&Y 
ctinodieleetric 
h raldic 
botanical 
abdicate 
participation 
stati tician 
numis tica 
rtific tion 
concentric 
encyclical 
extracurricular 
exco.mmicate 
phle tic 
odontorithic 
ricinoleate 
iconogra by 
autointoxication 
d dica.tion 
j dicial 
participatlou 
j urisdict ion 
iniuaical 
unicorn 
peripatetic 
horticultur•l 
eccentric 
petrologically 
lexicoaraphical 
deuterocanonical . 
icoaitetrahadron 
110rtician 
particular 
lubricant 
participant 
dramatic 
rhewaatic 
pneU111atic 
!£ (cont 'd) 
panegyric 
phlepatic 
jaundice 
110di£ic::ation 
arctic 
artificial 
ice 
jUfftice 
reticent 
jaundice 
ion, tion, sion 
resolution 
certific tion 
proportionate 
resoluti n 
aiaconception 
dereliction 
cowae1110ration 
perspiration 
nation 
110tion 
pro1110tiou 
ob ervation 
faac::ination 
co.panion .ip 
abbreviation 
participation 
co111pilatioo. 
congratulation• 
delineation 
.ortification 
dissemination 
restitution 
vivi ction 
juxtapo i tion 
supererogation · 
autointoxication 
de<iieation 
nationality 
projection 
i.agination 
participation 
jurisdictio 
executioner · 
conflagration 
retribution 
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ion, tion, 1 ion 
cO.,aasionate 
condescension 
conciliation 
undeDOainational 
eXhibition 
execution r 
inhibition 
condeaalation 
conaervatiou 
reaignation 
solution 
perturbation 
co.panion 
(cont'd) · ious, oua (cont) 
lea ion 
ail lion 
stationery 
ero.•ton 
pro:pulsion 
hibernation 
toleration 
collection 
.occupatioll 
areti.fication 
aiaconcept ion 
110dific t ion 
proclamation 
celebration 
ineanation 
articulation 
i.oua. oua 
inaenuou.s 
c.avernout 
innocuous 
conac:ientioua 
aeletinoua 
subcutaneous 
caprifoleaceoua 
babaainaceoua 
.. nispermacaoua 
1DOute 
1110untainoue 
pendulous 
in&.nious 
preaumptuous 
llllCOUBCiOUI 
catalectrotonoua 
expeditioua 
. voracious 
extemporaneoua 
mel nthaceowi 
laborioua 
a.otorioua 
saaacious 
luxurious 
baiW>nioua 
ugnacioua 
vivacious 
enormous 
pendulous 
portentous 
aountainoue 
preaUJIPtuoua 
iah 
adiont h 
diahev 1 
bl•ndiah 
!!! 
torist 
bibliophiliatic 
exiatentialisa 
disturb 
statistician 
distance 
scientist . 
adainiater 
aubsistence 
pugilist 
cheaiatry 
alaraist 
!n 
alternative 
adhesive 
-prerogative 
philoproaen .. 
itiveneaa 
sa.itive 
prohibitive 
facultativ 
survive 
plaintive 
ize 
iliilitudiniae 
naturalize 
plagiarize 
antag ui&e 
aaterialiae 
1m 
lua 
leas en 
lea& 
home leu 
.Ls. 
0 tl t 
gaunUet 
valetudinar1ani8m 
lin 
trampolin 
!I 
urnfully 
iudiac iainately 
fortun8tely 
u~ ly 
ladroitly 
p tro·oaically 
hypochondriacally 
ment 
compart at 
a uti ntal 
reaentMnt 
laceaant 
t 
governmental 
ronunciamento 
rudi tary 
accoutr nt 
lini nt 
or 
abhor 
bnormal 
efor 
horti ultural 
e morate 
et riorate 
denominator 
di cordant 
extraordinary 
exhibitor 
ext poraneoua 
exorbitant 
voracious 
predatory 
pr d ceaeor 
proport ionate 
ubord1nate 
p r ecutor 
teor 
ma tic tory 
comfort 
fortify 
fortunate 
fortitude 
fortification 
porce lain 
laboratory 
laborious 
· rtician 
mortar 
mortality 
motorist 
enormous 
hi>nor 
anortina 
normal 
governor 
notorioua 
import 
report 
port ntous 
portrait 
or (cont'd) 
-iilllportunate 
correct 
inspector 
pectator 
portend 
val dictorian 
!Z 
adveraery 
tertiary 
rudiJientary 
eabryouic · 
extraordinary 
exemplary 
prelillinary 
predatory 
subaidiary 
monoplanetary 
etationery 
maaticatory 
cheaiatry 
laboratory 
ure 
conjecture · 
injure 
armature 
dQure 
raaure 
mature 
fixture 
venture 
verdure 
leiaure 
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OliGUAL WOlDS AJUlANGID ACCOlDING TO THE COJII)N PRIFIDS TBIY COITAIB 
e !.! .u pre (cont'd) 
abandon detour exiatentialba preaentable 
abath deliberat.e ahilarate precious 
abbreviation depred4tion extraordinary prevalence 
abdicate du.ure exhibition 
absolve detemne exc~icate !I2 
abhor denominator excess pronunciaaento 
abide defer executioner proportionate 
abnoraal delineation extracurricular propitiate 
deteriorate exaplary pro1110tion 
!.!! deluge exhibitor 
adainiater exteJ~Poraneoua 
.!.! 
admoniah dis exorbitant retribution 
-adver1ary dil$4y exiaeacy re1t1tution 
adhere diacoJ:dant expeditioua reticent 
adhetive d:l.saolve retroarest 
adair a diatance 1n reverberate 
-· diaturb inhibit ton recalcitrant 
be indiscrimiaately resiliency 
bewilder s inff.Aiteai11&l 
beset emplace•nt infuriate aub 
before eabryontc ingen.uoua aubcutaneous 
beget eabaU.nt iqenious subsistence 
behind emphasis ingenuity subsidiary 
befuddle eabroider innocuous · subordinate 
beaiege eabraaure indiaent aubaequent 
beaeech eaaciate ingot aubJuaate 
beaide eabasay in :Laical aubatratum 
ellblacon invalid aubterranean 
E!! eapirical iniquity 
CO'IIPetent infuae l!!! 
coapanionahip 
.!! inconvenience unlikely 
compilation enaase undulate 
cOIIIUIOrate energy ere unction 
coap,srt•nt encyclical p~eliainary undeno.inatioQ&l 
cowapariaon endocardium predie&Mnt unicom 
compile encephalitis preoccupied undulaut 
co.placence enoraoua predecessor unbiaaecl 
compassionate enigtaa pl!'ehensUe Q.QattaiJULble 
predatory unbridled 
prerogative uncauncbable 
unequivocal 
unfa.tbou.ble 
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OlliGlNAL WOlDS AUANGKD ACCOIDING TO TUB COIII)R WOJU) aooTS TillY COliTAD1 
act graph lea not 
actinodielectric photography legitimate honor 
cataract graphite legacy snorting 
enact iconography sacrilege normal 
lexicog~:aphical elegant governor 
alter autograph privilege 
alternate telegraphy delegate !!2!. 
halter all•siance notch 
falter 
.!!!! notorious 
al,ternative habitat .. rae notation 
rehabilitate aubmerge 
ceive inhabitant eaex-gency part 
receive ~~erger partic:tpation 
conceive 1ect ••rae partrid e 
deceive conjecture iapa'rt 
p rceive reject .,rt part'icular 
-objectivity 110rtician 
Ce{t proj ction .,rtar pend 
concert mox-tality pendulua 
uncertain iud appendage 
certificate adju icate 11CJt impend 
-certify judicial pro.ote depend 
.otion pendulous 
due iux- ..,t"oriat 
due til juriadiction px-oaDtion 
.e2.U. 
px-oduet injure er10te import 
productivity conjure de110te report 
reducible portentou 
jus ~ portx-ait 
fort j~tice mouse iaportunate 
coafol't readjust enor.:>us 
fortify j.uatify 110urnfully rect 
fortunate .ouo.ta.in direct 
forti t\lde ~ rectify 
fortification laboratory !!e.! corx-ect laborious reJIIOve ind.ix-ect 
sen 
philoprogenitive• lect nat .. ci 
_,.._... . 
ness dialect. nation unconac1oue 
agent catalect~otonoua nationality conaci.entiou 
getatian elect designate acientiet 
. genial aeleet conde.a.ation faecinatio 
actinodielectric natur l 
noainate 
disa811lination 
fortunately 
acribe 
deacribe 
subscribe 
sen 
p;;8entable 
sentence 
sf!lltient 
enti ntal 
r sentaent 
.!!DC 
r•terve 
ervitucie 
ob ervation 
c::onervation 
, ian 
s1.gnificant 
signature 
in ignia 
resign tion 
olu 
;oluble 
solution 
dis olute 
reoolution 
solv 
aolvent 
so ved 
insolvent 
spect 
spectator 
i p•ctor 
apectrua 
respectable 
pectacular 
eire . pect 
stallee 
diatanee 
circU118tanc 
tance 
~af.n 
taint 
maintain 
110untainous 
let 
tendency · 
superintendent 
tender 
portend 
terr 
terrible 
terrace 
subterranean 
interrosate 
turb 
disturb 
perturbation 
turbulent 
val -
valve 
valance 
cavalcade 
naval 
valedictorian 
valetudinar1anis 
devaluate 
valence 
valise 
cavalier 
valuable 
vert 
-vertical 
convertible 
invert 
advert be 
vi:v 
-aurvi e 
vivid 
vivacious 
viviaection 
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OlUGIBAL lt.D DS t.lSTBD A.CCOnDlNC TO THE NUMBER 
OP CO)JI)N WOlD IL!MEHTS THIY GOlfrAIN 
6 wo!cJ elwnts 
proportionate 
condescension 
dereliQtion 
5 word el~ts 
adv r s.ary 
extraol;'din&l'y 
reverbet:ete 
m~i$ ermaeeoua 
eo ri tion 
d dics.tion 
fort i.fication 
laborious 
enor "U 
conuci ntiout 
fascination 
superintendent 
valedictorian 
4 word lementa 
abnormal 
eompar .ent 
deterior te 
delin tion 
executioner 
el'lteapo1·aneou1 
ingenious 
predica.ent 
und~no in tional 
i gination 
th rmogalv~a.eter 
autointoxication 
b lsamina eo·ue 
supererogation 
deuterocanonical 
partial 
int rval 
govermaental 
encyclical 
rudimentary 
abdicate 
materialise 
imagination 
4 wor el nta 
(conttd) . 
110dification 
c rt;:ificate 
gentian 
genial 
lexicographical 
proj ction 
juri diction 
promotion 
diss illation 
notorious 
ps.rticip tion 
uncon cious 
scierttist 
a nti .ntal 
observation. 
l'esignation 
resolution 
d1 tanc 
portetld 
tendency 
t nder 
int rrogate 
perturbation 
devaluate 
3 word lement:s 
abbrev:l..:.t ion 
abdicate 
adridniat r 
compilation 
compasionate 
delib~ra.te 
depredation 
dbc:ordant 
emplacement 
ed>ry nic 
embankment 
exi tentiali8a 
exhibitiou 
ueO'IIdlunicate 
exemplary 
exorbitant 
3 word lementa 
(cont'd) 
expeditious 
inhibit:i.ou 
indigent 
ingenuous 
inimical 
preliminary 
preda.tory 
prerogative 
r sili .ey 
retribution 
re tit:ution 
reticent 
aubcutaneouG 
subsidiary 
subordinate 
subterran an 
unction 
unicorn 
unatt iuabl6 
conve.rt ib le 
\J'ertical 
aclvertilile 
v ivacious 
vivisection 
ricinoleate 
ai11lilitudinb 
peripatetic 
periph~.:r&l 
incomparable 
incarnation 
artificial 
articulatiot 
uladroitly 
llel&lthaceous 
aublapsarian 
valetucinarianiam 
d:Lal 
identical 
bo~anical 
hol'ticul tural 
tert iary 
vertebrate 
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3 word element! 
(cont 'd) 
heraldic 
concentric 
companion 
precioua 
vor cious 
eccout:r nt 
liniment 
stationery 
hib rnation 
t l.eratio 
COIIIPilat i on 
cone iliat ion 
conflagr 'tion 
congratulation 
gratification 
petspiration 
•isconc ption 
proclamation 
halt r 
alternative 
uncertain 
comfort 
fortun&t 
philoprogenitive-
ness 
asent 
iconography 
rehabilitate 
inh bitaut 
conjecture 
judicial 
adjudicate 
injure 
conjure 
readjust 
laboratory 
clial:act 
act'inodielactric: 
c:.ataleetrotonous 
clelasate 
alleaiance 
•ublaerse 
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3 word. el!!!nSs 2 word. elements 2 word eleent! 2 word eleMnta (cont'd) (cont'd) (cont'd) (cont 'd) 
eaergency deteraine audible gelatinous 
emerge denOJainator 'DIOnoplanetary cavernous 
1110rtician deaaure iconography erosion 
mortality defer j uxtapoa1t1on propulaion 
110tion dissolve lexicographical collection 
motorist disintegrate •aticatory celebration 
nationality dtaeiJiilate pe*rologically occupation 
condeDl.ation encompaea therianthropism venture 
noraal enaaae tbala.encephalon verdure 
governor eabroider capri:foleaceoua enact 
notation 8J!Mlciate ac.tinodielectric alternate 
appecdage qpirical balneotherapia falter 
depend exhilarate bibliophilietic receive 
penduloua extracurricular reliable conceive 
report exhibitor urtial deceive 
importUD&te exigency lubricant perceive 
correct indiscriminately parU.cipant product 
indir·ect inconvenience · ruatnate productivity 
p1:eaentable i:ngenuity frequency reducible 
sentence inoccuous hicleoua fortify 
eentient infuriate eraser fortitude 
reserve presuaptuous blbter telesraphy 
conservation predecessor condenser reject 
solution prevalence thankful juatice 
insolvent pronunciamento vonde¥:ful legitiute 
inspector propitiate coaxial legacy 
respectable recalcitrant flexible elaaant 
circUIU.tauce subsequent phlepatic merger 
.,untainoua subjugate e11bryon1c JJIOrtar 
terrible unlikely eccentri c pro11110te 
valuable undulate lea ion emote 
valance undulant etatiatician d8110te 
valence u~quenchable urcbandiee· .aournfully 
unefluivocal aaaacioua 110untain 
2 word eleaen.J:e unfathomable luxurious re.tve 
absolve invert har.nioua nation 
abhor encomiU!Il pupacioQ 4ea1gnate 
ad:IIIOniah iSipeccable blandish fortunatel7 
adhere almanac aenaitive honor 
adheaive dilapidate prohibitive particular bewUcler iaocculate naturali~e pendulua 
beaet celebration antagonize illpend before maintenance tra.poline i11p0rt 
companionship enthrall hypochondriacally portrait 
c011placency in..; tall judpent direct 
coraaemorate bttercol ar peraecutor rectify 
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2 word e:l ... nta 1 word element 1 word el ... nt 1 word ele.-nt 
(cont'd) (cont 'd) (cont 'd) (cont 'd) 
describe e"esa obdurate mouse 
servitude infuae liquidate natural 
•ettler ingot theocracy noainate 
aignifi,cant infiniteaiul cel.ibacy snort ina 
signature iniquity pen notch 
insignia invalid broken partridge 
dissolute prehensile kitchen impart 
solvent preoccupied tent subscribe 
spectator retrogrees fraudulent upset 
c ircUtUpect subsist ence oanipotent •oluble 
.stance aubatratua dre.aaer solved 
terrace uubiaaed bolste.r spectrua 
disturb 1mbridled builder spectacular 
turb"1lent survive blubber specify 
val ve vivid freezer taint 
cavali .r aurv Ul.ance wt'&pper maintain 
eav~lcade thel'11Wlnuclear gossamer turbin 
vali~u~ gallop whither 
na &1 share uaningful Other Word Elements 
mane defy f.raught 
1 word eleaei'l~ sale dramat ic · law 
abandon age panegyric audacity 
abash emaciate JalUldice tauaht 
abide erase millio·n awesome 
beget partake analyilt r aw 
behind prevail pugilis t gnaw 
befuddle detail meditative claw 
besiege pl4!intiv~ plagiarize taut 
beseech sustain meteor cap 
beside disd.dn matur . dab 
competent ball fiXture arab 
c:olflPile all l•i•ure tack . 
eompariaou mall catarac t aft 
det our alamst concert safe 
deluge araatur certify hail 
dismay arctic ductile mail 
dissimilar garner pJtotography a aU 
enclose au toll& tiC ar•phite curtail 
entity awful autograph 11Ainaail 
ent i rety facultative habitat gaip.aay . 
encephalitis ichthyophagy objectivity porcelain 
enigma icositetrahedron j~tify farm. 
emphasis 1.U.D is tics select card. 
embrasure arage elect bar 
e.abassy ag privilege jqu.ar 
ellblaso~ brilliant sacrilege earcopha.sua 
autocrat 
purify 
luncheon 
outlet 
sauntlet 
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P LIMINAlY PORK A 
before sentence encloae comfort impend product receive elect 
dietance garner conjur infuse obaerve valise honor die y 
whither bolater juatice report enormoua blandiah notation dialect 
motoriat advertiae co.,artment alternate vertical preaentable resolution 
devaluate certification pendulwa. readjust rwnnate -rgency alternat ve 
'IQDrtality interval aentilQIInt&l artificial obaervation predicament 
reeignation gosaamer proportionate porcelain resolution trampoline 
ingenuous identical importunate frau_4ulent cavernoua reticent emphasis 
verdure impeccable inhibition reverberate exhilarate fortification 
empirical pertubation une41uivocal aiaconception eabryonic exigency 
indiacriqinately luxurioua valedictorian dereliction coame.oration 
subsequent inaoeuoua peripheral co lacency adjudicate perapiration 
con cienti us indhcri1iainately gelatinoua pred~essor recalcitrant 
masticatory thermonuclear surveillance intercol ar bibliophiliatic 
subcutaneoua encephalitia caprifoleaceoua ichthyophagy hypochondriacally 
balaaminaceoua existentialism thermogalvanometer ae ispermaceoua 
actinodieleetrie 
66 
PR!LIMilfAB.Y lOBM B 
beside nation upset disturb - atal value agent injure select 
abash reserve compile motion builder emerge engaae ~use 
terrace ventur juetify admo!lieh invalid her ldic proa:>tion 
apecify genial resent nt inapector mountainoue indigent observ tion 
pendulous deliberate convertible infuriate botanical adversary impartial 
gentian precioua soluble designate alles1ance adhesive fortunate 
abdicate audible fascination .ateriali~e ove~tal pugili t 
companion•hip abbreviation presentable eabankment laboratory 
participation exellplary rehabilitate coapilatton eaaciate congratulations 
prerogative ingenious statistician delineation nuaia .. tica det riorata 
110rtification resiliency cone ntric vivacious preaua~ptuoua unconscious 
dissemination subterranean encyclical reatitution extraeurricul r 
ue :unicate aecoutt nt ·. propitiat phlegmatic vivisection facultative 
heliotropism juxtaposition ejaculatory ind fatigable odontorithic 
ricinoleate iconography infiuitest .. l voluadno•ity oupereroaation 
theri nthropia autointoxication catalectrotonoua thalamencephalon 
valetudinarianis 
67 
PULIMINAI.Y JOIH C 
b..-oken halter notch abide norul depeQ.d taut correct submerge 
tender concert exce81 reserve vivid .,l'tar reject 110untain 
portend distance import abnor.al uncertain tendency delegate 
habitat co.panion Uniaellt scientist discordant dedication achainb.ter 
nationality projection imagination eaplac-..nt judicial reapectable 
circumstance deno.inator notorious audacity participation superintendent 
extraordinary alternative juriadictLon rudi.llentary uorbitant in•olvent 
antagonize in&enuity preliainary conjecture ants- inCOJIParable 
aenti: nt vertebrate initauity unquenchable executioner inimical 
unicorn predatory gauntlet peripatetic interrogate conflagration 
portentoua retribution expeditious coapaasionate .aladroitlJ tertiary 
condeacenaion t.portunate ~tta1nable beaiege horticultural voracious 
eccentric aarcophagua co'!lCiliation endocardiua petrolo&ically 
U~Dnoplanetary aubla:paarian undeno'llliilational pronuncU.nto siailitudinize 
balneotherapia aelanthaceoua lexicographical philoprogenitiveneaa 
deut:erocanonical icoaitetrahedrou 
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WOlD fRO!CUNCIATlON T!ST--I'OIK A 
b . fore comfort .xacloaa nation 
tlonor depend reject justice 
notch value disturb venture 
observe bollter coapile inspector 
abash terrace blandish projection 
vertical pendulwa abnonsal excess 
scientist viv~d sqperintendent ••rse 
ibanlaaent companion ruainate engage 
invalid gost&J~er advertise inca.parable 
r udimentary di.,lect pugilist inimi~al 
circ\JIQt&nce denoainator predicament fascination 
interrogate predatory certification abdicate 
identical congratulations exhilarate specify 
abbreviation exemplary subsequent resignation 
UU41Jueachabla JDOrtality gauutlet intercol~r 
aieconception anta oni&e eccentric co-...oration 
materialize allegiance nu.aismatic• dereliction 
retribution exigency then10uuclear ingeuioua 
. pr rogative Mlbryonic genial endocardi\.Qil 
proportionate horticultural exeon.unicate voluminoaity 
iJIPartial ca.placency lexicographical subterranean 
a decity valedict.orian indefatigable peripheral 
resiliency preaUJil)tuoua infinitesf.ul juxtaposition 
menispenuceoua philoprogenitive- deteriorate actinodielectric 
nesa 
balaaai.naceous vivacious petrologically facultative 
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WODD P NU1CIATIO~ TE T• ... lOD B 
bro en mou.ntnin report build .. r 
normal p1:oduct il&p nd correet 
halter receive elect ag nt 
co j ure motorist ub rge infuse 
normoua juatify e · rgency a ide 
whither taut gplac t promotion 
.. inif! en fortun te di&cor&lnt gove . 
deliberat inaolveut trampolin v lis 
readjust gant r cavernous admonbh 
· r t br aot artificial solubl0 h ra.ldic 
pr cioue · bot uical nationality de tgna.t 
notation verdur fortification porcelain 
indig nt adh siv · re1ticent rev rb rate 
concentric jur i diction preli 'nary i r ic: 1 
exorbitant perspiration conscious audible 
un ttain bl entian . imp ccable noplan tary 
ur-1 illance refract ter devaluat luxuriou 
notorious diseemnation unequivocal ing uity 
fr uduler.t r .habilitat condescension hai 
' 
vivi eetion infuriate restitution masticatory 
accoutrement executioner odontorithic 
autointoxication tnal.adroitly adjudicat unde o i national 
arcopha us icon r .phy st,~blapsarian pred ce sor 
ejaculatory prollunciamento 
enigma bibliophiliatic siailitudinise ric inoleate 
DIUCTION POR SCO . ING 
1. Place a plus (+) after the word if it ia i diately recognized 
and readily pronounced. 
2. Place a check (I) after t he word if a reasoua ly pho etic pro• 
uunciation is given after brief hesitation and/or an lysis. 
(E:umplea of acme acceptable pronunc.iationa for d lineation): 
dee•lin•ee•ay· hun 
del•lin•ee•ay•shun 
de •lin-ee•a•ahun 
del•U.n•ee-a•ahun 
dee•lin•ay-ahUD 
dee•lin•a•ahun 
del-U.u•ay•ah 
del•lin·a-shun 
(Exaaaplea of IOM acceptabl pronunciations for incO!!Parable): 
in·kollt-pra-bl 
in•ko •pare•a·bl 
in·kUID•pra-bl 
in•kua•pare-a-bl 
in•koa•par•a•bl 
in·kom-par•ay•bl 
3 . Place a minul (·) after the word if it ia incorrect or not pro-
nounced after seven seconds. 
Wh 5 words are failed in succeeaion, do not continue testing. 
Syllabication and ace nting abo ld be ignor d. 
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Durrcll-Sullh·au : Read. Achievem't: Inter. A 
TEST 1. WORD MEANING 
Samples. 1 2 
An apple is a kind of- 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal' 4 fruit 5 chair . .. ~~ I 
2 3 4. 5 
Large means - 1 angry 2 big . 3 hurt 4 little 
To shut means to - 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 
3 4 
1. A dog is an - 1 answer 2 elephant 3 animal .4 excuse 5 orange [[ .. 
2 4 
2. A robin is a - 1 crow 2 bird 3 bug 4 flower. 5 leaf .. .... . .... [[ 
2 3 4 
3. To bring is to - 1 find 2 carry 3 think 4 lose 5 fall .. . ........ :: .. 
2 3 4 
4. Small means - 1 hurry 2 large 3 little 4 like 5 help .. , ... .. .. :: 
2 3 4 
5. To fall is to- 1 pay 2 lift 3 touch 4 drop 5 face . .. . . ........ :: .. 
2 3 5 
6. To bake is t0 - 1 break 2 lose 3 cook 4 speak 5 copy . ....... :: .. 
1 2 3 4 5 
7. A dollar is - 1 copper 2 money 3 business 4 healthy 5 clothin~: ~: 
2 3 4 
8. A voice is U?ed to - 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 5 mark .. ) 
5 postman .. : ~ 
2 3 4 
9. A potato is a - 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 
2 3 4 5 
10. Beef is a kind of- 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ranch 5 meat .. 
· · n .. .. :: · n 
2 .. 
1· 2 a 4 5 
11. To chop means - 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut .......... [[ 
1 2 3 4 5 
12. If a thing is above, it is- 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between :: 
2 3 4 
13. A thing that is bent is- 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight .. . J: 
2 3 4 
1.4. Travel means - 1 trouble 2 journey 3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction .. : [ 
2 3 4 5 
15. Oil is used for - 1 fuel 2 water 3 fun 4 writing 5 presents ..... J: 
1 2 3 4 5 
16. Quarrel means- 1 stop 2 · travel 3 fight 4 forget 5 throw . .. : .. [[ 
2 3 4 5 
17. A hall is a - · 1 horn 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field . ......... .. tl 
2 3 4 5 
18. An island is surrounded by- 1 sugar · 2 gardens 3 earth 4 salad 5 water !! 
3 4 5 
19. Remain means- 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany .. :: 
20. Salt is used on - 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 
. 2 3 4 5 
. 21. Marriage means- 1 image 2 civil 3 bitter 4 obtain 5 wedding .. ! ! 
2 3 4 5 
22. A carpenter makes things of- 1 iron 2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass \\ 
2 3 ' 
23. A maid is a - 1 smile 2 father 3 girl 4 heart 5 f . .. rutt . ....... . . [[ .. 
2 3 4 
24. A palace is a - 1 crown 2 storm 3 land 4 building 5 policeman .. [ l 
1 2 3 
25. A helmet is worn on the - 1 knees 2 breast 3 feet .' 4 elbows 5 hea~[!n .. .. . 
[ 2 ] 
Durreli-SIIllivan : Read. Acllievem't: lAter. A 
26. When you miss school, you are - 1 tardy · 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair 11 
\ 1 
27. A person is alone who is without- 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger !1 
28. A stomach is part of the - 1 sea 2sky 3 body 4 country 5 world !! 
29. A man's daughter is his- 1 parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece . . Y 
30. Rl means - 1 sick 2 hungry 
31. Excellent means very- 1 weak 
3 well · 
2 good 
4 safe 
3 happy 
1 
5 sorry .. ... . .... . - !~ 
4 poor 5 tired .. H 
32. A hive is for - 1 oil 2 school 3 robbers 4 peaches 5 bees .. . . . :: 
33. To tumble is to- 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle . .... .. · : .: 
34. A grandparent is an - 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 umpire 11 
35. A smell is an- 1 amount 2 answer 
36. An elm is a- 1 mold 2 helm 3 bug 
3 office 
4 tree 
4 odor 5 'd .. 1 ea .. . . . ~ ~ 
5 tool. ....... . . .. . H 
37. A mule is a- 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle . .. . .. H 
38. Costly things are - 1 expensive 2 pliant . 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic 1 ~
1 
39. An author is a - · 1 patron 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 5 writer ~ ~ 
40. A mayor is an - 1 expert 2 animal 
41. A zone is a - 1 number 2 stepson 
42. To injure is to - 1 slump 2 insure 
43. To rouse means to - 1 waken 2 rule 
3 invalid 
3 region 
3 wound 
3 roast 
4 umbrella 5 official H 
1 
4 sliver 5 habit . .. . H 
4 sell 
4 ·throw 
5 splash ... . :: 
5 love . . ·ll 
2 3 ' 5 
.. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 5 
.. . :: 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 
' 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4o li 
.. .. 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 6 
1 2 3 4 5 
44. Mild means - 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild · 4 new 5 behind . . .... .. H 
45. Wicked means - 1 generous 2 grateful 3 unselfish 4evil 5 brilliant H 
46. To make preparations is to get- 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy ~ 1 
47. A selection is a- 1 bullet 
48. To tour is to - 1 prepare 
49. Twinkle means - 1 wrinkle 
0. Coarse cloth is - 1 smooth 
2 capital 
2 toast 
2 ringing 
2 fine 
3 desire 4 choice 5 folder .. n 
3 lean 4 travel 5 trust ... ... jj 
3 pitiful 4 glisten 5 feeble .. n 
3 rough 4 cold 5- short ...... jl 
.. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
61. A bough is a - 1 limb 2 leaf 3 pail 4 crest 5 trunk ........... H 
. 1 
62 •. To welcome means to- 1 endure 2 persist 3 receive 4 believe 5 practicej j 
[ 3 1 
2 3 4 5 
.. n 
Dunell·Sullivan : Read. Acbievem't : Inter. A 
---- ~ 
63. A blunt thing is - 1 dull 2 sharp 3 disagreeable 
64. Circular means - 1 careless 2 familiar 3 round 
66. Skillful means - 1 laborious 2 excited 3 radical 
66. Interior means - 1 inferior · 2 above 
4 black 
4 square. 
4 expert 
4 dreary 
5 thin: : 
5 jealous !! 
5 kindly :: 
5 . 'd :: ms1 e . .:: 
2 3 4 . 5 
2 3 4 6 
2 4 5 
2 4 
2 3 4 6 
67. Stupid means- 1 studious 2 false 
3 empty 
3 stylish 4 cowardly 5 dull .. :: .. 
2 3 4 5 
68. To surrender is to- 1 surround 2 soften 3 colonize 4 yield 5 dance . . :: 
1 2 3 4 5 
59~ Destruction causes -1 discipline 2 ruin . 3 government 4 scandal 5 satisfaction !! . ,, 
2 3 5 
60. To convince means to - 1 declare 2 design 3 combine 4 nourish 5 persuade i! 
2 3 4 
61. A sign is an- 1 offering 2 agreement 3 acquaintance 4 indication 5 address! ! 
2 3 4 5 
62. A portion is a- 1 gate 2home . 3 wall 4 riddle 5 share . ....... :: 
2 3 4 s 
63. To overcome is to ·- 1 discover 2 happen 3 anticipate 4 defeat 5 worry ii 
2 3 4 s 
64. An insult is an - 1 instinct 2 insertion 3 announcement 4 embrace 5 offense ! i 
3 4 5 
66. To confirm is to make- 1 angry 2 equal 3 trouble 4 certain 5 time !! 
3 4 6 
66. Valiant means- 1 valid 2 lenient 3 brave 4 royal · 5 loyal ...... :: . . .. .. 
4 .. 
1 2 3 
' 67. To kindle means to- 1 pick 3 light 4 soil 5 assist ... . H 
2 3 4 5 
68. Abrupt means - 1 exclude 
2 range 
2 neutral 3 recent 4 sudden 5 rugged :: n :: . .. 
1 
69. Fatigue means - 1 fatal 2 faithful 3 conflict 4 dodge 5 weariness ! ! 
70. A durable thing is - 1 fantastic 2 courteous 3 modified 4 lasting 5 moist :: 
5 four :: 71. Fourscore is the same as - 1 fourteen 2 fortnight . 3 eighty 4 twenty 
72. To ratify is to - 1 confuse 2 approve 
73. To rebel is to- 1 realize 2 pledge 
7 4. Sullen means - 1 sultry 2 satisfied 
3 assist 
3 justify 
3 credulous 
4 report 
4 resist 
4 harmful 
5 poison :: 
5 flourish . i i 
5. surly ~~ 
7 5. Probability means - 1 disheveled 2 originality 3 likelihood 4 sincerity 5 enthusiasm j j 
2 3 6 
H . 
2 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
Score ..... . . 
Durrell-SullivlW: Read. Achlevem't: Inter. A 
Sample. 
TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING 
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach. 
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that 
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on 
the sand. After lunchthe children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish 
and some funny little crabs. 
A. What did Helen and her brother do ? 
· 1 went to see ~heir aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train 1 
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing ..... ...... ... . ....... . . ..... . .. ... .. . ... · ... .. .. ll 
B. The weather was -
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair · 4 gloomy 5 rainy ............ ." .......... ... .. .. .. jj 
C. The best name for this story is -
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors 
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach ....... .. ...... .. ......... . ..... . .. . ..... . j j 
2 
I 
2 3 
2 3 
I 5-+. 
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go 
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They 
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls there 
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day. 
1. When do Mary and John go to camp? 
1 before school 2 when school is over 3 in the fall 4 when school starts 
5 every day ............. ... ...... . ....... ....... .. . . ... .. .. : .... . . .. ... . . .. .. ...... . . 
2. Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp ? 
1 lonesome 2 sad . 3 · joyous 4 funny 5 weary .. .... . . . . ...... ... . · ...... . 
3. How do the children travel to camp ? 
1 on a train 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile 4onacar 5 in an airplane .. 
4. The best name for this story would be -
1 Close of School 2 Playing Games 3 A Trip on the Train 
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp .... .... ... ..... .... ..... ............. . 
6. Mary and John enjoy camp life because they -
1 are glad to be away for the summer 2 like the ride on the train 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
{ 
4 
.• 
4 
4 
{ 
3 are glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature a " 
5 have fun playing games with the other children ............. . .................... .. . . 
[ 5 ] 
Durrell-Sullivan : Read. Achievem't: Inter. A 
n 
Jack had a new fish line. His father took him fishing in a little brook at the 
back of his grandfather's house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was 
a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but 
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his 
fish lying on the grass near the stream. 
6. Jack went -
1 to his grandfather's house 2 into the water 3 fishing with his father 
4 to buy a fish line 5 to the ocean to fish .... . .... . ..... .. . . .......... .... . ... . . . 
7. The fish-
1 helped 2 ·struggled 3 ate 4 tried 5 fell . ......... . ... . ..... ..... ... . ! ! 
8. Jack tried to -
1 fish near the stream 
4 put fish in the brook 
2 pull his father back 3 land his own fish 
5 lie on the grass . . . . ... .... . ...... ... . ........ .. . ...... . H 
9. The best name for this story is -
1 A Trip to Grandfather's 2 Catching Some Fish 3 Jack's Fishing Trip 
4 Buying a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished . ... ... . . . . ........ . ... ......... ! ! 
10. Jack enjoyed his trip because -
1 the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather's 3 he caught a fine fish 1 
4 he went to a stream 5 his father helped him . . . . . . ......... .......... .- ... .... ! ! 
2 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
m 6-+ 
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. They 
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all 
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer. 
Bears, which are among the animais which sleep all winter, get so large in the 
summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep 
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay 
until spring comes once more. When they come out~ they are very thin and · 
are starving. 
11. How do the animals which sleep through the winter get their winter food ? 
1 by carrying their food in with them 2 by getting fat in summer 
3 by coming out for food as they need it 4 by eating the bark of trees 
5 by living on small animals . .. ...... ... .. . ............ , ....... .. ........ .. .... ... . . 
12. The climate where these animals live is very -
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot . .......... . ...... ...... .... .. . 
13. How do the animals look when they come out of the ·cave ? 
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tired 4 large and strong 
5 huge and starving ...... .. ... . . . ..................... . ....... ..... . ...... .. ... .. . . . 
14. The best title for this story would be -
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals 
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Winter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 
5 While They Are Sleeping . . . . .... .... ... . .... . ... . .. ..... .. ... .. : .... ..... .... .... . 
15. The animals which sleep through the winter make winter dens -
1 ·in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes 
4 in caverns or hollow logs 5 while they are sleeping ........................... . 
[ 6 ] 
DurreU-Sullivan : Read. Achievem't: Iuter. A 
IV 
The St. Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very 
strong. In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go 0ilt and find travelers who 
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing food 
and medicine is hung about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on their 
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out of the snow and 
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the traveler is injured and 
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many 
lives are saved every year by these fearless animals. 
16. What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do ? 
1 They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are good mountain climbers. 
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. 1 
5 They carry first-aid kits. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . .. ...... .... .. . , . . . .......... ·ll 
17. The St. Bernard dog is - 1 2 3 
1 cowardly 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce .. . . . . . ..... . ... ·ll 
18. How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ? 
1 by digging large holes in the snow 2 by . climbing the drifts to the traveler 2 a 
3 by bringing first aid 4 by covering him with a blanket 5 by his great strength :: 
19. The best title for this story is -
1 Training Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog 2 3 
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ·ll 
20. What do the dogs do for the travelers they cannot help ? 1 stand the man on his feet 
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the village for aid 1 2 3 
4 carry him down the mountain 5 give him the first-aid kit . . . ... .. · ... . ... . ... ·ll 
v 7 ... 
The camel possesses a most uncommon body, which almost seems made to 
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth 
is peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful 
·teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert. 
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, thus shutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of 
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many 
days. He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to 
last him for four or five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down 
at a given signal is about :the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is 
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of t4e earth 
would remain untraveled. 
21. The camel is - 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal 1 
3 rather unintelligent 4 poorly taught 5 friendly and intelligent . . . . . . ..... . . :: 
22. The body of the camel is -
1 unfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4 evil 5 inspiring . . . ..... . ...... :1 
23. The mouth of the camel - 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 . is small and tough 
3 is well suited for procuring food 4 tightens when a sandstorm arises 
5 provides an inside reservoir . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . ... ...... . : . .. . . ................ . . ~ ~ 
The best title for this story is- 1 The Homely Body of the Camel 
2 Why the Camel Is Useful 3 The Stupidity of the Camel 1 
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats . . .. ...... .. .............. :1 
25. The camel is - 1 unsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm 
3 a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 friendly and intelligent ... 
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VI 
Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his 
approach the little animal struck out with his forefeet, but Bill was quick and 
avoided him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid 
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head 
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing 
back to earth with terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his 
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after 
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. His 
nostrils trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his 
spirit was still unbroken. . 
26. When Bill approached, the pony was - 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit 
3 impatient to be ridden 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground ..... ! ! 
27. The pony was finally-
1 overbalanced 2 exultant 3 overpowered 4 distracted 5 restored .... . i i 
28. The little pony tried to - 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy 
3 unseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal 5 butt Bill . . .. ... .. ... .... . .... . . . . . . . i i · 
29. The best title for this story is -
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted Pony 3 Breaking a Pony 
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approached a Pony . . . .. . . ...... .. ................. .. :: 
30. The article illustrates-
1 how to enter a corral . ~ a whinnying ~ony 3 trickery in riding , , 
4 leading a pony 5 skillm horsemanship ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .................. :: 
VII 
Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can 
engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling 
activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. From it 
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds 
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel 
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they 
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and 
procure photographs of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera 
through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement 
and expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may come 
upon some unusual bird activity. 
31. Making studies of bird life is interesting because -
1 they haunt native places 2 of the various activities one can observe 
3 it is always done on water 4 the young are fed and cared for 
5 the sport. is appropriate .. : . . .. ... .. . .... ..... . ..... . .. . . . ........ . . . ............. . 
32. Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting-
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfactio:o. 4 conversation 5 haunts 
33. Bird study is a satisfying sport because-
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests 
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle ... .. .. ... . . .. . . . .. . . . 
34. The best title for this story is -
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds 
4 Photography of Wild Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life ... . . .... .. .. . .. . .. .. . ...... . 
35. Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating because -
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures 
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about ..... 
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VIII 
In the part of our country which gets very little rain in the summer 
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all 
the crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried 
on in states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A 
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow, 
melting in summer, rushes into a stream. This, in turn, is joined to a large 
ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. This can be opened and 
closed at will. In this way water is drawn off and the various fields are irri-
gated. The water can be turned on whenever the fields need it. The parts 
of our country where irrigation is possible seldom have crop failures, because 
water can be secured when it is needed. 
36. This form of agriculture is carried on where -
1 crops are grown in summer 2 mountain st:eams make it possible 
3 cities are near . 4 there are large reservoirs 5 there are crop failures . .. .. .. . 
37. Because irriga.tion is possible crop failures are -
1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated .. ,1 ••••• • • ~: 
38. They stop the water from flooding the fields by -
1 damming the ditch 2 use of gates 3 opening the reservoir 
4 irrigating the fields 5 drawing off the water ........ . .... . . . ... .. . . .. .. ..... . [ [ 
39. The best title for this story would be-
1 Damming Up Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irrigation 
3 Crops in Dry Weather 4 Building Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado [ [ 
40. Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because -
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in th~ mountains 
2 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the , water can be turned off 2 3 
5 agriculture is .carried on . . ....... . ........................ . . .. . . ........... . . ~ ~ 
IX 
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the 
plants require a great deal of cultivation, r;nost of which must be done by hand. 
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the 
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets 
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the common turnips. These 
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off 
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called 
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, where 
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and 
sold for use in our homes. 
41 • . Sugar beets must be raised where labor is not expensive because they require -
1 much care 2 much washing 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water 
5 much boiling ....................... . .. . . ... . .. . . .. . ... ... . . . . . . . . : . . . . ... . 
42. What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets ? 
1 machine 2 manual 3. difficult 4 easy 5 unusual ... ......... .... .. . 
43. The raw sugar is - 1 made into syrup 2 refined 'and whitened 
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown sugar . . . . .. ...... ... . . . . 
44. The best title for this story is - 1 Blocking and Thinning Beets 
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained 
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar 5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened .... ... .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . 
46. Raising sugar beets requires- 1 inexpensive labor 2 syrup changed to sugar 
3 sugar to be cleaned 4 many common turnips 5 raw sugar . . ............. . 
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X 
Airplanes are growing more important every year. Today they have 
traveled to almost every part of· the world and into many places that would 
I . 
otherwise have remained unexplored. Daring pilots have been responsible 
for many outst anding feats. They have gone to the aid of dying men when 
there was no other opportunity of reaching them. At one time serum was 
carried to Alaska by plane and saved the lives of many children who were 
seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all kinds of weather, 
Uncle Sam's pilots carry the mail through the air. Practically every day one 
reads of some new achievements of airplanes. 
46. Airplanes have rendered valuable service to humanity by - 1 carrying many diseases 
2 having no other opportunity 3 aiding the sick and dying 
4 helping boys to become pilots 5 taking passengers in the air ..... . .. .. . .. . .. . . 
47. The life of an airplane pilot is -
1 lonesome 2 easy 3 hazardous 4 happy 5 high .... .. ...... ... ..... :: 
48. Airplanes are used for a variety of services such as -
1 exploring, carrying mail, and aiding the sick 2 carrying mail in all sorts of weather 
3 bringing serum to diphtheria patients 4 serving humanity 
5 traveling in all kinds of weather . .. ... ... .. . . ..... .. .... .... . . ..... ... . . .. ... . 11 
49. The best title for this story is -
1 Mail Pilots 2 Exploring with Airplanes 
3 Value of Airplanes 4 Life of an Air Pilot 5 A Trip to Alaska ......... .. .. .. 1 1 
60. The accomplishments of airplanes are -
1 unimportant 2 understanding 3 trivial 4 significant 5 serious ... . . . · :: 
XI 
The mode of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different from 
that of the early New England people. The spacious Southern mansions, 
surrounded by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often 
in themselves small villages. While many · of these planters were living in 
wasteful extravagance, the Puritans of New England were living in modest 
two-room homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of the 
riotous living and entertaining of the planters. The New England people were 
more interested in the establishment of good common schools for all people, 
while the rich planters did not favor this idea. They had tutors at home for 
their children, or sent them to Europe to be educated. 
61. The New Englanders were interested in- 1 having tutors for their sons 
2 organizing good public schools 3 educating their children in England 
4 living in two rooms 5 riotous living and entertaining .. ... ... . ... .. .... ...... . 
62. Which word best describes a Southern planter? 
1 lavish 2 gallant 3 brave 4 weak 5 frugal 
•• • • • • • ••• •• • • 0 • •• • 0 • • •• · :: 
63. Which word best describes a New England home? 
1 magnificent 2 insignificant 3 unpretentious 4 extensive 5 valuable 
. · :: 
64. The best title for this story is -
1 A Story of Education 2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters 
3 Northern and Southern Modes of Living 4 The Thrifty New England People 1 
5 Good Schools for All . ... ... ... . .. .... . . . . . .. ... ............. . ............... ·ll 
66. The Southern•gentlemen desired --
1 common education for all 2 the organizing of good public schools 
3 good education for members of his own family 
4 tutors for children in New ·England 5 good free schools for planters' sons ...... !! 
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XII 
The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation of persons suffering from gas 
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank of compressed oxygen 
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must 
be remembered that if breathing is to be produced artificially the process must 
be begun within .ten minutes after the breathing has stopped or the person 
may not revive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person 
until the pulmotor arrives. Some other method of restoring consciousness 
should be attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can be 
of great advantage, it is also a very dangerous instrument in the h.ands of an 
inexperienced person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly 
handled, of drawing the air out of the small air cells in the lungs and collapsing 
them. 
66. The pulmotor is an instrument for - 11-+ 
1 collapsing the lungs 2 avoiding drowning 3 inducing artificial respiration 1 2 
4 administering electric shock 5 inducing carbon monoxide . ... . .. .... ... .. .. ·. ~ H 
67. What is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmotor? 
1 concentrated oxygen 2 a device of great advantage 3 air cells which collapse 1 2 
4 a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5 a combination of oxygen and nitrogen . . . ~ ~ 
68. If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial respiration should be started -
1 by a dangerous instrument 2 for collapsing the lungs 3 within ten minutes 2 
4 by a tank of oxygen 5 by an inexperienced person . .. . ... . . .. ...... . ...... . .. H .. 
69. While waiting for the pulmotor one should -
1 attempt to avoid the instrument 2 apply another type of resuscitation 
3 pump oxygen from a tank 4 draw air out of the lungs 5 dilute the air ...... ~ ~ 
60. The pulmotor is a menace in the hands of a novice because -
1 of the danger of injuring the stomach 2 it might not arrive on time 
3 it can be of great advantage 4 it should be properly handled 
5 of the danger of collapsing the lungs .. . ..... . ... . ..... . .. . .. . ........ .. ..... . . H 
Score .. . ... . 
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TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL 
I 
Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Jl.chievem't: lAter. A 
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became 
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was 
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned him came aml stood beneath 
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he 
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come. 
Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The 
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was 
happy to have her kitten again. 
II 
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had 
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his · 
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift. 
John's father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might 
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that 
he must not go too far from shore before he was. thoroughly familiar with 
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his 
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of 
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to 
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island. 
He steered for this and reached the shore just as ·a particularly large wave 
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water 
out onto the island just as another huge wav.e came in. The canoe floated ·away, 
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer 
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which 
had blown a distance away. 
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